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Christmas Shopping Ideas
Help Solve Gift Dilemma
. . By D.M. Flynn
Christmas shopping always
presents the problem of what to buy
for the person who has. everything.
Thu.s, gimmicks such as last year's
"Pet Rock" appear on the market
.to attract the buyerwho·is stumped.
Nonetheless there are reasonable
gifts you can buy without resorting
to the ridiculous.
When you're stuck with ·the
dilemma of what to get that certain
person there is always the old
standby-books. Books range from
a reasonable price to very expensive
and usually make excellent gifts.
Almost every personal inter:-est in
the world is now avail a.ble in print.
While browsing through one of
Albuquerque's major stores, I
chanced upon some interesting
titles! reflecting some peculiar and .

Dec. 3 for Mailing Packages

Hol.iday Deadline Nears
By S.E. Walton
"Mail early" is about as common as "ho, ho, ho" at this time of
year.
~
There are 24 shopping days until
Christmas, but there are only three
mailing days until Dec. 25 according to the U.S. Postal Service.
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The Postal Service recommends
parcels be mailed by Dec. 3 and
letters by Oec. 10.
The United Parcel Service (UPS),
a private parcel express company,
does not impose quite as harsh
suggested deadlines on its
customers. The UPS says it can
deliver packages five working days
after it receives them.
The drawback to the UPS is that
its workers are on strike in 15 East
Coast states and the District of
Columbia. There are no.indications
as to when the strike will end. (See
story, page 2.)
In preparation for the Christmas
rush, the U.S. Postal Service substa~ions will be open the next three
Saturdays from 8:30a.m. to noon.
The normal daily business hours of
the post office are Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The UPS opened a new office
this year to handle the Christmas
.-ush, which usually hits hard two
weeks before Christmas. The new
office, at 10405 Comanche NE is
. expected to be Jess crowded than
the old office at 2111 Menaul NE.
Both offices will be open 8 a.m. to 6

p.m. Monday through Friday, and
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the next three
Saturdays.
Both the Postal Service and the
UPS suggest str.ong corrigated
boxes with about three inches of
packing around objects to be
mailed. The U.S. Postal Service wiD
accept boxes with or without the
traditional brown wrapping and
does not require that boxes be
bound with string. It does suggest,
however that customers make sure
the box is adequately boxed and
wrapped, which may call for string
in some instances.

The 15 Eastern states affected by
the strike against UPS are: Maine,
Hampshire,
Vermont,
New
Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut,
New
Jersey,,
Delaware, . Mary.land, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina.
Service to New York is available
only for the following ZIP codes:
· 10000 through 10299; 10400
<Con~inucd on page 2)

. esoteric interests: History of the
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Motor Car, The Annotated Wizard calculators are useful presents but
of Oz. American. Glass, Folk aren't known for their modest
Medicine,. The Nostalgia Crafts prices. Hewlett-Packard models
Book, 20,000 Years of Fashion and can range between $80 and $450
for our friends of a more violent
nature,
Weapons and War

Machines.

depending' on the number of
functions
performed. Texas
Instruments however, are more
moderately priced and range from
$9-$300.
Ever popular plastic and wood
models are still big sellers in the
stores. If you know someone who is
into bioloby or a behind-the-scenespeek there are a variety of visible
models available. Ranging from the
sublime to the ridiculous, the
shelves are stocked with visible
men, women, dogs, heads, frogs,
hearts and breathing apparatus.
Other models can range from $3
for a plastic Stuka to $250 for a
1935 Mercedes 500. Model making
has become an industry with dozens
of scale reproductions of planes,
ships, wooden clipperships,

Still, there are more interesting
gifts. If your friend or relative is an
obsessed beer drinker, $7 will get
him the ''Refrigerating Mug''
advertised as a. "paradise for beer
drinkers.'' The mug is plastic and
boasts that it· will keep beer cold
even under the hot sun.
'
Hard liquor drinkers would
appreciate a portable bar which
comes in two sizes and costs about
$30. The bars are simulated leather
cases and come with four steel shot
glasses, a multi-purpose opener, a
cocktail shaker; room for your
favorite fifth and a pocket for
playing cards.
There are also a variety of
gambling sets ranging from $3 for
(Continued on page 12)
poker chips to a $30 crap table. The
crap table is fully automatic and
features a 18" by 12" felt top.
Plastic chips also come with the set
but batteries and money are not
In,yesterday's LOBO, the cost of
included.
the damage done to UNM buildings
Whether your friend or relative was reported as $800,000. The
smokes a tobacco pipe, cigarettes, actual estimate had been quoted as
or the evil ·Weed, they might .ap- • -$800 to SL,OOO. The error was the
predate a butane lighter. Many of result of a misunderstanding during
the lighters are elegant and a telephone conversation. The
relatively inexpensive. A well reporter heard the figure as
designed stainless steel lighter may $800,000. When she repeated
cost as little as $10, while the more $800,000 to Floyd Williams, he
lavishly decorated models will cost apparently misunderstood her, and
more than $40. Engraved initials verified it. The LOBO regrets the
~e usua!lY a few dollars extra.
.. errot.

Correction

The UPS will not accept
packages in wrapping paper or
string .because they get caught in
conveyer belts and can be damaged.
Both services require ZIP codes
for the addresses. UPS requires toand-from labels on the packages
and suggests placing the address
inside the packages also, in case the
label on the outside is blurred, torn
or lost.
One tip ttl prevent blurring of
addresses on packages is to place
clear plastic tape over the address.
This also helps to make sure the
label does not fall off the package.
UPS, which delivers to the 48
contiguous United States, will pick
up any number of'packages from
homes or offices anywhere in the
U.S. for a $2.50 a week charge.
Except in extremely remote
locations, the UPS delivers all
packages to the door of the
recipient.

This Issue
True to form the LOBO crew
Brings this issue of Christmas cheer,

So lticlc back with yourfavorite brew
And read on whilst you sip your beer.
Stories of interest on holiday hints
provide you with nil the facts)
As you moi.H'Ji your shopping spnnts
Buying things and payillH ta:<.
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Luminarias Brighten Holidays in City
By Chris Hammond
Luminarias are a traditional way of lighting up
Albuquerque every Christmas Eve.
For those who have never seen them the little
flickering lights from the many candles create one
great glow.
.
Luminaria1> are lunch-size paper bags filled with an
inch or two of sand with a votive, or church candle, set
in the center.
Today's luminaria displays evolved from the old
Spanish religious folk custom of placing little bonfires
along the path to the church on Christmas Eve to light
the way for the Christ Child.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rodriguez display 2000
Juminarias each Christmas Eve. This year they will
spell out Merry Christmas and Feliz Navidad.
The Rodriguez's display can be seen from I-40 near
the Rio Grande exit on the south side.
The Hebenstreit House also carries on the tradition
each year with a display of 10,000 Juminarias. The
house has been featured in Life Magazine.
The Tourist Department of the Greater
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce will be sponsoring the Annual Christmas Eve Luminaria Tour

again this year. It is a free tour for out-of-town
visitors.
The tourists are picked up at participating hotels
and motels and taken through some of the most
outstanding luminaria display areas of the city. These
include Old Town, the Albuquerque Country Club
and Los Altos.
For residents there is the Sun Tran of Albuquerque
Christmas Luminaria Bus Tour. The cost is $1.50.
Sun Tran has seven tours, all leaving Christmas Eve
at 6:00, 6:15, 6:30, 6:45, 7:30, 7:45 and 8 p.m. from
the Civic Auditorium.
Tickets can be purchased at Felicity Flowers in
Winrock, Rhodes Travel Service in Coronado, the
Chamber of Commerce at the Convention Center and
Sun Tran at 619 Yale SE. Any remaining tickets will be
sold at the Civic on Christmas Eve.
This is the twenty-second year the Chamber of
Commerce will be· participating in luminaria tours.
The tours are an hour and a half long.
There is also a bus tour from Redlands, Calif. that
comes to Albuquerque and attaches itself to the local
bus tour for Christmas Eve.
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§_Could End Long UPS Strike
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Downtown
Albuquerque

Teamsters Offered Contract
W ASHJNGTON (UP!)
Teamster negotiators have received
a new contract offer from United
Parcel Service that could end a
lengthY strike interfering with preChristmas shipping on the Ea•t
Coast, it was learned Tuesday.

Some 18,000 parcel service
::2 employes
in 15 East Coast states
have been on strike since Sept. 16,
forcing the postal service and the
M' bus companies to assume the
""
"' burden of normal UPS shipments.
Jl.<
Although union and company
officials declined to discuss the

z"'"'

"'

Every Tuesday is
UNM Student Day
At

negotiations, sources said the
company put forth its latest
proposal
Monday
when
negotiations resumed at the
Teamsters
International
Headquarters here.
These sources predicted the offer
would be put to a membership vote .
Representatives of 74 East Coast
union locals were reported to have
been called to Washington to hear
the terms of the new offer, and one
source remarked: "They wouldn't
do that if they weren't going to
submit it to the membership."
Terms of the offer were not
known, nor was it immediately
apparent whether the union would
recommend it to the l!lem bership.
The parcel service workers went
on strike after rejecting the company's initial proposal. The
stalemate hinged on the company's
demand for a liberal firing policy
and the right to replace all fulltime
non-driving employes by attrition
with part-timers.

of part-timers in other areas of the
country. They claim the union has
been anxious to win employer
pension fund contributions for
student part-timers who probably
will never reap the benefits.
The
Professional
Drivers
Council, a dissident union group
commonly known as PROD, also
has gone to court with charges that
the teamsters Union has not paid
full strike benefits to the striking
parcel service employes.
Wages were not an issue in the
negotiations. The wages paid to
parcel service employes are based
on the Teamsters' National Master
Freight Agreement negotiated
earlier this year.
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By United Pr-ess International'

Peace Force Control Expands
BEIRlJT, Lebanon-A force of I ,000 non-Syrian troop~ will mo~e
toward the Israeli border to extend the Arab peace-keepmg force s
control over southern Lebanon along the lines of U.S. mediation
recommendations, the rightist Christian radio reported Tuesday.
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Ex-Premier To ~e Investigated
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!

ROME-The Italian Parliamentary Commission probing the
Lockheed bribery scandal voted unanimously Tuesday to demand an
official inquiry into allegations against ex-Premier Mariano Rumor.
It was the first time in the history of the Italian postwar republic the
permanent commission has decided a minister or ex-minister may
have a case to answer for possible improprieties while in office.
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SALT LAKE CITY -Condemned killer Gary Gilmore Tuesday
convinced the Utah Board of Pardons to let him die, setting the stage
for his execution by firing squad within a week.
!

Convicted Requests Death

$

Any Record In Our
Current Stock
With This Ad Thru Dec. 24.
THEMAYCOMPAN~ ~
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Munari Mirage
Reg. $59.95

Now

$29.95

Performer Deluxe Warmups
The Women Studies. 1'1. 1101\ ac.:cpling

WHAT?

propo~al;
mi~~ion

~nuro;e

for lhc fall \cmc~tcr. Thct.!cad!Uic for
i~ Jan. !I, 1977.

~ub·

The film, Eckonkor, A Way of L.ifc, will be shov.n
Thurs., Dec. 2 at 7:j0 p.m. in Rm. 2500, SUil. This
film gives the history of the spiritual ma\ters of the
order of Vairagi.

The Wagon Wheel Square Dance Club will be

having. its last dance of the ~!:mc.ucr Thurs., Dec. 2::n
7 p.m. in the Cellar of Hokonn Hal!.

-,..

· !<iva Club will meet Wed., Dec. I at 7 p.m. in the
Native American SIUdie~.
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Phone Calf to Moscvw, a rilm about Vladimir
Bukov!"tky1 a di~~idcm .:~nd pri~oncr in the Soviet
Union, will be ~hown on Fri., Dec. 3 a1 l:jO p.m. in

the

Honor~

$29.95

302 Central SW

Wishes You A
Joyous Christmas

514 Centrcl SW

Hiking Boot

•• P,C:~MB'R

Believes Each Of Us
Must Work Towards
Achieving A Lasting
Peace On Earth

N
D

Entire
Inventory

0
p
E
N
I
N

Of
levi's -Wranglers
Men's
Women's
And
Boy's Clothing

G

$17.95
DOWNTOWN ONLY

II.CCX)K
Sporting Goods

308 Central

We Are Also A Participant
In The ASUNM Student
Consumer Program Which
Provides You With A
Discount On All Pu.rchases

Ney's
Jewelry
500Jo Sale
W" l>o All T)pes or Repairs

508 Central SW
242-6526

What's
this?

Vol. 81

Go with the pro tQ

~~GBXBRAL STORB
266~7709

A

20o/o
Off

Center Lounge.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

Mon-Sat 10-9 Sun 12-6

G
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Extra Jacket

00

:l:l:l Hau•var•d SE
(across fnnn UNM)

210 Central SW
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Family
earhous

The Gizmo Store
"Serving UNM For 30 years"

mAYS

Washington Tree Decorated

"The a.:~urnt} and intc!!rity ofGlHl'~ Word i•olaughl
i.lt 1.lJil} fcllm,~hiJ1" .at 7:30 p.m. Monda~ thmuJ!.h
li!Ut\d ..,y. ("01184:!-9589 •

The

Custom And Repair Work Done

247-4347

LOUISVILLE, Ky.-Heavily bundled-up pickets, shivering in 20degree temperatures, walked outside more than 160 Jefferson County
schools Tuesday in the first day of a strike idling some 5,860 teachers
and an estimated 116,000 students.
The strike began at 12:01 a.m. Tuesday after round-the-clock
negotiations failed to produce a contract settlement.

It's lat~r than you think ...

Student Discount
With I.D.

515 Central Ave. NW

Kentucky Teachers Strike

WASHINGTON-The national Christmas tree was decorated
Tuesday on the Ellipse, the park between the White House and the
Washington Monument.
The 45-foot blue spruce came from Wisconsin.
White House spokesmen said President Ford would light the bulbs
in official ceremonies about the third week in December.

Fine Indian Jewelry,
pottery and Carvings.

Tony Lama And Justin Boots
Stetson And Resistol Hats
Comfy Outer Wear
Gross Suits

OOoff

WASHINGTON-Over the condemned man's objections, defense
lawyers Tuesday asked the Supreme Court to block the scheduled
Dec. 10 execution of Robert Excel White in the Texas electric chair.
White told the high court in a letter that he wants to die, and said
''any delay now will only inflict needless mental hardship on me."

fSince 19071

large Selection Of leather Coats
Available In All Styles

(Continued !'rom page 1)

:f

Wrights Indian
Trading Post Inc.

Albuquerque's
Most Complete
Leather Shop

Records
The Perfect
Christmas Gift

Killer Allowed To Die

, through 10899; and 11000 through
11999.
The U.S. Post Office will insure
discount
for an additional charge packages
with this ad and
Teamster dissidents have strongly at the customer's request, but
your Student I D
criticized the union for allowing the reserves the right to refuse to insure
company to hire a large proportion packages which it considers im1400 San Pedro NE 268-7895
properly packed.
The UPS automatically insures
all packages for up to $100 at no
additional charge, but will refuse to
insure packages it considers improperly packed. One of the
notable offenders in this area is
boxes. Corrigated cardboard boxes
are required, but customers should
use boxes which are new or are in
new condition. The quality of
packing tape must also be adequate
for the box.
• CoHee Malter$
• Tea Kettle$
Both services charge by weight
{Melitta, And French Style) • Tea Pof$
and by the distance the package is
to be sent.
• Exprmo Maltm{Stovetop).
• Paper Filter$
UPS has a pamphlet of tips on
• Storage Tin$
• A$$Orled Aceemrie$
packaging parcels. It also has
shipping record/packing slips
Whale Bean Caffee And Teas
which may be filled out in advance
to save some time while at the UPS
2&5~!1!1&7
US Harvard S.E.
counter.
So, ho, ho, ho and mail

UNM's
Shopping
Center

8l.:l7 ~lcuaul N'E
(corner of Virginia)

No. 71
Box 20, University P.O., Ul'<l\'1'
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102
277-4202.
The New Mexico Doily Lobo Is published
Monday through Friday every regular We<:k: l.lf
t"e'Univert;i_ty year and weekly during the SUnl·
lilCtscs~ion by the Bor~rd of St tJclent J>tJblicBUOilS
of the University df New Mexico, r111d ~~ not
financially as~ociatcd with UNM. Second class
po~1.1gc paid at Albuqucrclll<:, New Mc:(i<:O
R7U1. Subscription rate is SIO.OO for the
academic year,
The opinions cxrre~~cd on the editorial pages
of 111l' Daily l.olm are those of rhc a ur hor mlcly.
Un~igncd opinion is lhnt or !he cditoritll hoard of
Thr! D.1ily l.obo. Nothing printed in Tlu• D11i(1
Lobo necc,~arily tcprc_~ent.~ the view~ of 111\'

Univcr<;ityofNcw Mexico.

Men's
Winter
Coats

ff

Toys

JCPenney
Downtown

410 Central, S.W.

Men's

Sweaters
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Letters
Editorials
Opinions

The MeaniJJg of Chrlsttnas Lives On

Editorial
•

Don't Forget!

0

'R

With the approach of Christmas we suddenly think of all the
~ peoplec for whom we like to buy r:resents. T~ere are brothers and
;s: sisters, mothers and fathers and fnends to th1nk about. In the rush
of getting all the little items an? r~membering the details for o.ur
"i'" special friends, many of our 1nd1rect acquaintances are eas1ly
o forgotten.
~ Remember the garbage men who have to pick up after us each
o., week? A little something for them, a tip, a carton of cigarettes or~
six-pack would fit the bill. Then th~re. is the. postman Who swiftly
completes his appointed rounas· and might appreciate a· remembrance over the holidays.
If you live in the dorms, don't forget the maids who, day in and
day out, picK up the remains of an evening's display of debauchery.
Remembering the people who faithfully provide us with the
necessary service we demand in our daily lives will bring cheer
where it is best deserved. Relationships with those who work to
serve will also show an improvement.

I

i
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By Karen Moses
Despite the many complaints of
the cheap commerciality related to
Christmas today, the meaning of
Christmas is not entirely lost. In
fact, numerous churches around
the campus area are offering
services, pageants and programs for
those interested in the more
religious side of Santa Claus Day.

choirs will begin the service at 11:30
p.m. with the singing of music
written by Father Paul M. Zak
O.P. Services will also be held at
9:30, 10:30 and 11:45 a.m. on
Christmas day. These will will be
regular
masses
with
the
congregation joining in the
Christmas music.
St. Charles Borromeo Catholic
Church, 1818 Coal Place SE, will
The services vary from the high
hold a midnight high mass with the
mass scheduled for midnight of
choir to begin singing at II :30 p.m.
Christmas eve at St. Charles
Masses will also be held at 6, 7, 8, 9,
Borromeo Catholic Church to the
10 and 11:15 a.m. and 12:30, 5:30
nativity play to be acted out by the
and 6:30 p.m. on Christmas ·day.
children of St. Marks on the Mesa.
The choir will be singing at the
Below is a synopsis of Christmas
11:15 anc\ l2:30services.
services offered by these churches
Canterbury Episcopal Chapel,
and others around the campus area.
425 University NE, will begin its
A family mass will be presented
decorations during ihs Greenery of
on Christmas Eve at 7 p.m. at the
the Chapel service at 7:30 p.m. on
Newman Center, 1815 Las Lomas
Dec. 22 and refreshments will be
NE. The youth and adult church
served, Candlelight Holy ComInforma)ional meetings on UNM .~umrner
programs in Madrid and Guudalajara on Wed., Dec.
I at 10 a.m. and on Thllrs., Dec. 2 at I:30 p.m. at the
International Center,

1
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Happy Holiday
Op

Herein, our third-to-last issue of the semester, we have tried to •m•u•n•••••• rn••n•n••n••mumrun•u•••u••••••••m•••••••••••••u•••
i 0 i 0 0 ,,,,,, .. ,.,.,,.,.,.u•••••••unm••mun•u••uu••nu•uu••m•u•u••n••
bring you some helpful ideas about Christmas. A list of Christmas
gifts that may be useful in completing your shopping is enclosed
along with some humorous, helpful holiday hints and inside information on what it's like to be a Santa Claus. All you ever wanted
to know about getting your own tree from the forest is also supBy Charles Rapson
"durable goods," fenders for cars,
plied as well as the finer points of mailing your gifts.
United States Steel Monday shells for refrigerators, for example. can wield the Biblical weapon of
To the college student, the approach of Christmas may mean
Joshua. Only the unlikely inbecame the ninth major steel In a time when inflation is barely
tervention of Gerald Ford could
nothing more than the end of the semester. With that in mind, the producer to raise prices by an
control,
this
is
a
major
cause
under
prevent the confrontation. Carter
LOBO editors, reporters, photographers,. production crew, average of 6.5 per cent. The main
for concern.
has a lot of pledges to redeem and
reviewers and assorted riff-raff wish to extend to all readers a Merry product affected is flat-rolled steel,
this
confrontation may show the
Why
the
steelmakers
wish
to
Christmas and/or a pleasant holiday.
a major component in most
repeat past history is a mystery ex- coin with which he intends to pay.
mmunru•n•m•n•m•um•u•mu••unrn••unuu•u•rm•n•un•mu•• Letter!' .rm••••n•mu••u••••••••mm••m•n•n•u•••uum•m•••u•••unn•••nml plicable only by the gentlemen in
Harry Truman, who had his own
Pittsburgh, but the precedent can problems with the steelmakers,
be used to judge Jimmy Carter by was right when he said:
the yardstick he wishes us to use:
Editor:
"All the President is, is a glorified
problem.
that 11 0ppression" and ufascism" his own actions.
The Slumber Party is surprised at
public relations man who spends
So the sloganaires cann't [sic] are things we don't have to worry
the student response to the slogan spell, the message is clear enough . ..• about here in America.
In 1960, about this time of year, his time flattering, kissing, and
painting around campus. In this day We found it nice to know a few,
U.S.
Steel, Bethlehem Steel and kicking people to get them to do
Here we have other evils; like
of nostalgia, the slogans fit right in. perhaps misguided, idealists still "democracy," "freedom" and of four smaller companies joined what they're supposed to do
We found them beautiful in a crude exist in this world of sheep and course "free enterprise." Our Inland Steel in a 6.5 per cent price anyhow."
sort of way.
cynics. It is nice to know a few slogan is: "Have fun, it works just increase. One of the first acts of
Soon we may have the answer to
We were particularly fond of the people are tired of waiting in line, as well."
John Kennedy, upon assuming the the question: What kind of public
innovative spelling used, protesto- pants down, waiting for the likes of
The sloganaire.s should also office of President, was to relations man is Jimmy Carter?
primitive we call it. Having partaken Jimmy Carter or Damian [sic] remember that revolution does not "jawbone" the steelmakers to back
of the intoxication of political ad- Tobias to make good their respec- stop oppression or fascism, it only down on the price increase and acventure ourselves we can well un- tive campaign heavens.
changes the oppressors and the cept a less inflationary formula
derstand how in the heat of protest
which gave "big steel" the money
The Slumber Party does have fascists.
one may well be prone to omit a let- ·one complaint. It is obvious the
Kenneth Kietzke it needed but with less impact on
ter here, substitute a letter there. sloganaires didn't do well in civics
Imperial Perpetuator of Parody the economy.
We also felt these slogans added a either. If they had they would know
Slumber Party
Only time will tell whether Carter
European or Latin American flavor
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
to the campus.
We have noted over the years. Letters to the editor ...
that from the walls of Budapest to
Letters to the editor should
the vacant lots of Montevideo such be no longer than 250 words,
slogans carry a surprisingly con- typewritten
and
double Editor:
a game. We feel that, as there are students of UNM, who compose
sistent message. For some reason, spaced.
We,
the
undersigned,
students
many
times more students than
the basketball team and attend
some people everywhere seem to
Sender's
name,
address
and
and
friends
of
the
University
of
available
seats
at
the
Arena,
and are the University of
classes
find an almost perverse pleasure in
like
to
request
New
Mexico,
would
phone
number
must
be
in·
seating
should
follow
a
first-come,
New
Mexico,
along with faculty
anti-government, anti-bureaucratic
the
plan
of
reserved
seating
in
the
first-served
basis.
eluded
with
the
letter
or
it
and staff.
and anti-literate slogans.
We highly resent that studentMost critics of the slogans at- will not be considered for student ;;action, specifically Sectacked the spelling, surprising con- publication. Names will be tions 18, 20, and 22, in the Univer- reserved tickets are sold to nonMargaret V. Dowling
students so that student seating
sidering a goodly number of withheld only by agreement sity Arena, be revoked.
Lawrence Wolfe
For many students, this plan is was further limited in past games.
students cann't [sic] spell on cam- with the editor, in person.
Mike Barnett
inconvenient.
Many
students
are
pus anyway. Certainly the
If a letter is from a group, not able to determine in advance Since we students are forced to
Christina
Blackburn
pay an activities fee, we feel first
educational system must accept please include a name, phone
Bunnell
Denise
whether
they
will
be
able
to
attend
consideration is owed to the
some of the responsibility for that
Sherri Blackburn
number and address of a
DOONESBURY
Virginia Marquez
group member.
by Garry Trudeau
Mark Witten
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Steel Increase:· Carter's First Crisis?
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N.M. <:icuba A<o~oc. will nu:ct Wed,, Dec. I at S
r.rn. in Rm. IS4 of Johmon G)'m. Plan!! for f\1cxico
trip to be discu~~cd.
Help to comcn·c re~ourccs and energy as well as
ae~thetic values through !e_gislruion to promote the
returnable bottle. Call Rafael at265-0956.

SH1den1S who were cancelled out of Philosopny
341:002, "Philo~ophy or l~ath," may register for
this course beginning Mon., Nov. 29. Go to the
reg.i~tration center, Bandelier Eout, to rcsifiier.

The E11gli.,h 101 linal c~am for full semester will be
held on Montlay mornmg,Dcc. 13, fr()m 7:30a.m, to
10 a.m. and not from 8to JO a.m. as indicated in the
'Pccial ex:nninatiou schetlulc In the Nov. 8 LOBO and
in the .. pring prcrcgh~rtUiOII ~chcdu1c of ciUS!>CS.
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night. The Christmas Holy around the church and the lighting
Communion service will be held at of the "Chrismon" tree (the
10 a.m. on Christmas day.
Chrismon tree is a tree that has.
The youth of the St. George been decorated with the different
Greek Orthodox Church, 308 High symbols of Christ). Members of the
SE, will present Christmas plays congregation will then present
accompanied by several songs by several handbell selections. The
the choir at 12 noon Dec. 19. Two handbells are a new item in the
communion ·services will be held church and cover a pitch of three
Dec. 24, one at 9:30a.m. and one at octaves.
12 midnight. The later service will
"Fantasia on Christmas Carols"
be a candlelight service.
and the Christmas parts of HanThe Girard Baptist Church, 1300 dell's "Messiah" will be presented
Girard Boulevard NE, will begin its by the youth and adult choirs on
Christmas programs with a Dec. 12 at 5 p.m. The Women's
Christmas Cantata on Dec. 19 at Ensemble will also present several
6:30p.m. The program will include selections.
singing by the church choir and
The children will sing and act out
several selections with the youth a Christmas story on Dec. 19 at 5
playing the musical instruments.
p.m. This will be followed by inA service composed of singing formal carol singing.
and hanging holiday greenery
A candlelight service featuring
around the church will begin at 7:30 the "Las Posadas," a Spanish
p.m. on Dec. 5 at the Monte Vista version of the story of Mary and
Christian Church, 3521 Lomas Joseph, will be at 5 and 7 p.m. on
Boulevard NE. The Christmas Christmas Eve. The church choirs
communion service will be at 10:30 . and hand bell group will be involved
a.m. Dec. 19. Candlelight services in both services.
including singing by the youth and
The University branch of the
adult choirs will be at 7 and 11 p.m. Church of Jesus Christ of the
on Christmas eve.
Latter Day Saints, 1601 Grand
The children Of the Central Avenue NE, will hold a special
United Methodist Church, 215 Pine Christmas fireside Dec. 26 at 8 p.m.
NE, will present the story of the
The First Congregational
"Christmas Chimes" through Church, 2801 Lomas Boulevard
singing and narratives to begin at 5 NE, will hold a family service on
p.m. on Dec. 5. This will be Dec. 24 at 6:30 p.m. and a II p.m.
followed by the hanging of garlands candlelight service.
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Grandpa's
union
s.uit! Fun, but pract1cal thermal under-

-<:::

*

Our first free cross-country ski clinic will be Friday December
16 (in-store clinic) and Sunday December 18 (snow clinic). Friday we'll see the terrific movie Skinny Skiis, and discuss waxing, fiberglass vs. wood, construction, etc. Sunday we'll teach
you basic technique in the morning and ski off for a tour in the
afternoon. Come in and reserve your skiis now!

wear. Soft and
warm to keep out
winter's cold. In
Santa Claus Red.
Unisex Sizes XS-L

• \L---··

Now

Students Object to Arena Seating Policies

Unsigned editorials represen1 a
majonty opinibn of the Daily Lobo
Staff.. All other columns, cartoons
and letters represent iha op1nion
of the author ahd do not necessarily
reflf!ct the views of the staff.

munion service will begin at 11 p.m.
Dec. 24. Music will consist of the
congregation singing the Christmas
music.
On Dec. 27, 28 and 29, Holy
Communion will be served at 12:30
p.m. to celebrate several saints'
days. The Christmas season will,
end with the study of the lessons on
the Christmas story and carol
singing to begin at 7 :'30 p.m. on
Jan. 5.
·
St. Marks on the Mesa Episcopal
Church, 413 Richmond Place NE,
will begin its festivities when the
youth choir presents a special
advent program during the regular
10 a.m. church service on Dec. 12.
A family Holy Communion service
for children and their parents will
be held at 4 p.m. on Christmas eve.
The junior choir will be featured at
this service. The senior choir will
begin Christmas carols at 10:30
p.m. and the candlelight Holy
Communion service will begin at II
p.m.
The children will act out the
presenting of the gifts to Crhist by
the wisemen and shepherds on Jan.
5 at 7 p.m. in the Festival of the
Lights Service.
A service consisting of mainly
singing will be held for families at
the St. Johns Episcopal Cathedral,
318 Silver Avenue SW, on Dec. 24
at 7 p.m. The same service will
again be held at 11 p.m. of the same

v,

It's time to ski tour in New Mexico and
Mountains and Rivers has everything you
need.

Slogan Response Surprises Slumber Party
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$17.95

$ 700
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Weekend Rate
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When you decide it's ti.me to ow~ your own skiis, you c~m apply a weekend's rental fee to the cost of your skiis, boots and
poles. When you combme that wtth one of our ski packages below you get really great savings! Come let us help you choose
the ski that's perfect for you.
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You asked for it,
You Got It!

"The
bettE?r bargain,
America's
top selling
import"
AnAIINew
Toyota Dealership

COME IN
AND SEE
Why we say
every customer
is a star.

l>ay Tourin~-: P:tcka!(e

* Asnes Turlangrcnn Ski

$57.00
$45.00
• Haugen Classic Boot
$11.00
• Tonkin Pole
Rotcfclla Binding
$9.50
$6.00
• Moultting and Pine Tar
Regular Price
$128.50
Packa~c !'rice
$110.25

l>ay TourinJ.: Package

Rossignol Caribou Ski $69.00
Haugen Classic Boot
$45.00
~~·
Tonkin Pole
$11.00
·~~
• Troll Binding
$8.00
* Mounting and Pine Tar $6.00
$139.00;
• . Regular Price
$123.15
Package Price
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Christmas Special !
Alpenlite Packs ., All models

200fo OFF
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' Backcountry Ski Package
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* Asnes Turski

$57.00
$49.00 •
* Tonkin Pole
$1 1.00
* Rotefella Binding
$9.50
* Mounting and Pine Tar $6.00
Regular Price
$132.50
Package Price
$113.35

* Haugen Adirondak Boot
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MOUHTAIHS
AND

RIVI;RS
2320 CENTRAL I S.E.
Phone 268-4876
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Paid Advertisement

Enthusiasts Cut Own Trees
In Preparation for Christmas

Gunrunner Pawn
Buy- Sell- Trade
Cameras, Photo Equipment,
Stereos, Typewriters,
Guns, and much More!

By Tim Higgins
To most Americans, the
decorated Christmas tree has
become as much a part of the
Christmas season as carolers, Santa
Claus, and Wool co commercials.

3107 Central NE

December 1976

Thursday
DECEMBER 2, 1976
B P.M.
WOODWARD HALL
University of New Mexico
Tickets on Safe at the Door
Admission:
S4.00
Senior Citizens
& Students
;'.l.uU

Subscriptions $12.00

·fFil

The tradition of decorating a tree
at Christmas seems to have
originated in Germany in the 18th
century· and has since spread
throughout the world. The
tradition reached the U.S. probably
in the early 1800's, and by 1960
Americans were buying more than
40,000,000 Christmas trees each
year.

'

New Mexicans can cut their own
Christmas trees, on National Forest
Land, for the cost of a $1 permit.
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Armijo said the permits allow
only the cutting of trees for personal use by the cutters and not the
cutting of trees to be sold.

Popejoy Hall

The trees must be no taller than
ten feet, and must be taken only
from areas designated on the maps
that are provided w!th the permits.

And Sandia Kiwanis Club
Presents

Designated areas close to
Albuquerque include Mt. Taylor, in
the Cibola National Forest near
Grants, and areas in the Santa Fe
National Forest (see story on page
8).

The hilarious Don Cooper
.In an outrageously funny expedition of

Canada

Armijo said Christmas treecutting helps in forest management
by thinning out excessively thick
forests, and that there is no
Christmas tree-cutting allowed in
the nearby Sandias because the
forest there. has already been
thinned.

Thursday, December 2 7:30p.m.
Adults $2.00- Students $1.50
UNM Fac/Staff $1.50
Tickets at door from 6:30p.m.
Tel. 277-3121

Armijo said that Spruce and Fir

Sip ·in~c scme~ning

0

I

I.
.I

The Forest Service sold about
I 5,000 Christmas tree permits in
New Mexico last year, said Lou
Armijo, Information Specialist for
the Southwest Region of the
National Forest Service.

Students $6.00

0

f
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Photo by Michael P. McGuckin

trees were the most popular for use
at Christmas trees, but that Pinon
trees were the easiest to get to, since
they grow at low~r altitudes.
Armijo warned prospective treecutters to · be prepared for cold
temperatures and to remember that
passenger cars will be unable to
negotiate some of the roads in the
tree-cutting areas.

shop, said she sells ornaments made
of materials ranging from bread
dough to hand-blown glass.
Schultz said her hottest-selling
ornaments depicted Santa Claus
riding in a hot-air balloon, and red
satin-velvet chile peppers.

!
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Something else that tree-cutters
might keep in mind is that unmeasured
Christmas
trees
sometimes seem to grow alarmingly
while being transported from the
forest to the living room. A tree
that looked perfect but turns out to
be three feet taller than the roof of
a given living room can be used
only after major adjustments to
either the tree or the roof of the
living room.
Once a person has his Christmas
tree, his imagination is the only
limit to the decorations that he can
put on it.
Arlene Schultz, the manager of
an Albuquerque Christmas goods

Schultz said ornaments with the
figu.res of mice were also very
popular, along with musical ornaments that, when plugged in,
sound like singing canaries.
I

Also popular, Schultz said, were
traditional decorations such as
tinsel, popcorn, and plastic flameretardant icicles.

'

i
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Real icicles are flame retardant,
but tend to melt.
Do-it-yourselfers can make
colorful ornaments by putting paint
or gluing ribbon on such materials
as egg shells, styrofoam balls,
wooden figures, and tin cans.
A back-to-nature trend in
Christmas tree decorating features
the use of dried fJ.owers, seeds, and
pods. One ecology-minded gentleman even decorates his tree with
recyclable cans of his favorite brew.
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Learn to
ski this
winter the
Nordic way
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Comfort· & Cola
Comfort• & 7UP

Comfort• & Tonie
Comfort• & Milk

Comfort• & Bitter Lemon
Comfort· & Orange J uiee

The Wilderness Centre is sponsoring a series of quality ski clinics this
winter. Discover why ski touring is
the nation's fastest growing winter
sport. Call us for more information.

Try this sextet of combos.

Because Southern Comfort is
so delicious just by itself,
it makes terrific drinks in
combo with juices, sodas, etc.

There's nothing so delicious as Southern Comfort® on-the-rocks!

AW~

S11nlf /01 6 Ftee ReC>pti Gurde; SOUTII(RN COMIORiCOIIP iOO PROOI 1J0VWII Sf tau<$ MO 61J:I1

. . -------------r----------------------------1
Use this h~tndy Ordsr Blank ... be the first in your crowd to own onol

~ri'a'~~ 01508

stip into something Comfort"able .. ·I

order a

SOUTHERN
COMFORT'

-

I

T-SHIRT
I
.
. II

A real TOO·proof bargain .•. only $2 each, I
A <Conversation piece! Wear this auchcntic reproduction
ar the famous Southern Comfort label! _In black
ar.d f!Oid on a: qUalitY T·shirt by One of Arncricn's
leadmft makers. Machine w~shable, Color•fast.
Grcac ar guys or ga!sl order now.
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St. Louis. Mo. 63132
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Service
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2421 San Pedro NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
266-8113

Declaring that this is the year to see the
tax on food repealed, New Mexico PIRG
has launched an all out attack on the extra
4 14 per cent that most New Mexicans pay
on their food bills.
According to Michael Huston, Coordinator of NMPIRG, New Mexico is one of
only 24 states which still tax food consumed
at home. Most of those 24 states are in the
lower half of any ranking of states based on.
per capita income. Depending upon whose
figures are used, New Mexico ranks either
44th or 48th in per capita income.
"If consumers in New Mexico did not
have to pay this tax, they would be able to
purchase 54 weeks of food for the same
money they now spend in 52 weeks," said
Huston, "This is an issue which should
effect students, as many of them currently
exist rather marginally when you look at
the food they can afford to buy."
Richard Moore, another PIRG staffer,
has been in contact with community groups
in order to enlist their help in this effort. In
addition, he has been talking to classes at
UNM about the possibilihy of students
helping out on the project.
According to Moore, there is a several
step process to go through in order to
secure repeal, and the first two or three of
these are going along rather well, although
more volunteers to circulate petitions are
needed. There will be ample opportunity in
the future for students to be involved when
the project reaches the legislative stage.
The first step is identifying support, and
convincing people that this is an issue to be
dealt with. This is being accomplished by
petitioning the legislature, and by talking
with legislators individually. Students are
needed to help distribute petitions, and to
organize their hometowns for letter writing
campaigns. Later, wll~n the leglslalure
actually meeting, it will be necessary to
attend hearings, vice support in Santa Fe
itself, and continue the pressure from home
town constituencies.
The big step at present is the petition
drive. Many community groups have accepted the challenge of collecting
signatures, but many more volunteers are
needed to solicit signatures on campus,
outside of stores, and anywhere people
might congregate. "It should be very easy
to get people to sign the petition," said
Moore. "This is an issue which is easy to
understand, which hit's all income groups
across the board, and which would be very
beneficial, uot only in a monetary sense,
but in the sense that it will begin to make
people see the illogic of taxing necessities of
life."

is

There have been other efforts to repeal
· the tax in past years, but PIRG hopes to be
able to secure passage despite those setbacks. Much of the opposition in the past
has centered around the lack of money for
the state, but that does not seem to be a
problem this year. For one thing, the state
.is anticipating surplus of about 65 million
dollars, and the lack of a gross receipts tax
on food would only cost the state about
27.8 million dollars. In addition, there is a
lot of support in the legislature for raising
the taxes on coal and uranium from their
present low levels to some which approximate realistic inconie for the state. Dr.
Gerald Boyle, of UNM's economic
department, has suggested in a report to the
Legislative Energy Committee that the rate
of taxation be 320Jo on uranium, and 25 OJo
on coal. These figures would bring the state
over 75 million dollars the next fiscal year,
and something approaching one billion
dollars in 1980's,
Even without the drastic raise suggested
by Dr. Boyle, it is apparent that some
increase will be implemented, which when
coupled with the surplus, will more than
compensate for the loss to the state of this
unfair tax on food.
Opposition too has come from the
municipalities, which share in the receipts
from the gross receipts tax. So that
municipalities, and counties do not lose
that income, and have to make it up
through property tax, NMPIRG proposes
that their share of revenue increase from
25% to 30%, thus leaving them in the same
position they were in prior to the exemption
of the food consumed at home.
The Board of Directors of PIRG feel that
this is a very important project for PIRG to
undertake, a~ it will affect students and
·community alike .. A project of such.
magnitude allows many opportunities for
students to become involved, and to
continue their education outside of school.
There are chances to work with other
students in an area not a part of the regular
university curricula, and the chance to
work with those outside the university
community on a mutually beneficial
project.

a

SludL·nls who would be interc.~tcd in ((lbb~lng rur Ihe
rcpral nr 1hc rond 111:\:, or whah!••er, In San Ia Fe during
the upcomin~ scs..,ion should speak to l)cnise Fnrt or the
I)IRG .o.tarf. Olher cn\·lrunmcnlal 11nd consumer Issues
nrc sure In arise during the session, and f'IRG will need
.'itudcnts to rest"arch is~ue.~. contact lrJ;til;lalon;, and
monilm cummiUcl:' sessions. Although PlUG Is not able
10 urrcr crrdir, sludent\ can approach lndlvh.l ual r~u.:ult)
members ror cn:dil. or course, people »ho don't wan I
crtdit nrc always needed as wrll.

Engineer Hired
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Post Office Box 4564, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

Let's Repeal The Food Tax

"EXPERIMENT IN JEWISH LEARNING" PRESENTS

BLU GREENBERG
"WOMEN'S LIBERATION:
THE DIALECTICAL RELATIONSHIP
B.ETWEEN FEMINISM AND JUDAISM"

Paid Advertisement
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Jim Feeney has just been hired for our
technical/scientific staff position. NMPIRG now has five people on its staff, plus
two work-study students.
With his background in science and
nuclear and civil engineering, Feeney was
brought into the organization to fill th.e gap
in the technical and scientific areas. For
some of the issues that NMPIRG is involved in now, as well as in areas which we
will get involved in the future, Feeney's
expertise is necessary to be an effective
group.
In addition to this asset, Feeney has had
four years of public interest work, from
transportation problems to environmental
concerns. As well as being our staff
scientist and technical advisor, he will also
offer advice, suggestions, and expertise in
other project areas.
The environmental and health hazards
incident to the milling and mining of
uranium in the Grants Mineral Belt has
always been a concern of as well as other
environmentalists around the state. The
Water Control Act of 1972 requires that all

those who discharge waste waters into any
"navigable" waters in the U.S. must have a
permit to do so. Just recently, NMPIRG
was admitted as a party to the hearing on
these permits of uranium mining companies
in the Grants area. Feeney will be one of
NMPIRG's representatives at this hearing.
Along the same lines, there are proposals
to locate a disposal site (or botli high and
low level radioactive wastes in New Mexico.
NMPIRG opposes these plans. As an
advocate for the environmental viewpoint,
we will have some input before the issue is
decided. It is apparent that it takes a good
deal of familiarity with the subject to be
effective. Feeney is not only familiarizing
himself with the proposals, but also delving
into possible courses of actions. (see article)
A few years ago, Feeney organized a
Landlord/Tenant Service which gave
advice on, suggestions for, and remedies to
the problems inherent in being a tenant.
Feeney's experience in this area has been
put to use on our Landlord/Tenant
Handbook, scheduled to come next
semester.

--------------------------------

PIRG Thanks You

We would like to express our· thanks to all of you out there who spent the time and
energy to answer our Opinion Poll in the last PIRG newsletter. YourPIRG is precisely
that- yours. If you don't like our present projects and/or want to see us go in new
directions, we have to have the input.

(505) 277-2757
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Courses and Opportunities
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This spring PIRG will offer at least two courses for students at UNM. Both are related to
PIRG projects which are ongoing at the present time. In addition to these courses there is the
opportunity to work with PIRO in the area of consumer protection through its c;ntract with
the consumer protection division of the Attorney General.
One course has grown out of the landlord/tenant book currently in production. It will deal
with common problems of finding a place to rent, renting, and how to handle problems when
they do arrive with---out finding oneself in court. We also hope that some people will take an
interest in training as arbitrators, persons willing to help landlords and tenents work out
problems which may arise.
·
The second course which is in the works will be an overview of community organizing.
NMPIRG staff members Richard Moore, Jim Feeney and Michael Huston will be teaching
the c~urse along with some folks outside the university. It will teach strategies of organizing
techmques of research, and many of the other facets of bringing change within a community.
If you have other suggestions for courses, contact the PIRG office, see either Jenny White
or Jim Feeney at 107C Cornell, or call277-2757.
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NM: Radioactive Dump?
New Mexico is threatened with becoming
a radioactive garbage can for the rest of the
country. State and federal government·
officials are encouraging the use of New
Mexico as the nuclear industry dumping
grounds without considering the public's
view towards accepting this eternal
radioactive burden.
If the federal government has its way, the
275 million gallons of high-level radioactive
waste accummulated from the military and
nuclear power industry will be disposed of
near Carlsbad. Nuclear waste from all over
the country will be shipped to New Mexico
that must be safely contained from the
environment for over 250,000 years. The
volume of deadly wastes requiring storage
will increase as the nuclear industry expands (a typical 1000 MWe nuclear power
plant produces over 1 I tons of radioactive
waste per year).
Meanwhile, the state refuses to act to
solve the healt\1 ha~ards presented by the
uranium mine and mill wastes a'C''cuinulating in ugly ·gray piles around the
Grants Uranium Belt. Over 50 million tons
of uranium tailings lie open to wind and
water erosion exposing the residents of the
Grants area to higher levels of radioactivity. At the present rate of development,
there will be 280 million tons of uranium
tailings in the state by the end of the
century. It is estimated our reserves of
uranium will be mined out by then and the ·
mining companies will leave behind a
deadly legacy to last for centuries.

Presently, neither the state nor federal
government r~quires these mining companies to properly dispose of their
tremendous wastes.
New Mexico PIRG has entered into
adjudicatory proceedings to require the
mining industries to clean-up their
operations. NMPIRG is also pressuring
governmental officials to open up their
decision making to the New Mexican
people whose welfare may be adversely
affected by making New Mexico a

radioactive garbage can. NMPIRG is
preparing testimony on the health and
environmental hazards of radioactive waste
and will provide this information to the
public and the proper governmental
agencies. Only through full and open
discussion of the radioactive waste
problems can an acceptable solution be
found.

Landlord/Tenant Handbook
One of the biggest hassles facing students
and other persons with a limited income in
the Albuquerque area is that of finding
decent housing at a reasonable price.
Landlords have almost always been at an
advantage in this situation because the law
has favored the interests of the landlord
over those of the tenant and because
tenants often do not know what, if any,
rights they have. NMPIRG, in hopes of
remedying this unfair situation, will soon
publish a handbook designed to explain to
prospective tenants what is involved in the
landlord/tenant relationship and how
various rights can be enforced ..
The project, under the direction of law
professor Chuck DuMars, involved a
number of law and undergraduate students
. who did research as part of a PIRGsponsored seminar in landlord/tenant
relations. Each member selected a topic to
research and worked independently except
- for a group meeting once a week. Research
involved study of the recently passed New
Mexico statute on owner-resident relations,
and talks with lawyers for legal aid and
other tenant oriented groups, the city
housing department, and clerks and judges
of the Municipal Court, which handles
most landlord/tenant cases.
l'he handbook is intended to cover all
a"pec1s of renting and occupying a house or
apartment, and is meant to help renters
..: .v•u .~gal hassles as well as get out of
problems already encountered.
Topics in elude "Renting a place", which
will explain where and how to find a
suitable dwelling, the real cost of renting,
utilities, roomates, location, advantages
and disadvantages of a written lease, and
how to protect yourself when you enter into

a rental agreement.
Another section will discuss security
deposits for damage and cleaning, and
provisions for the last month's rent, how to
avoid excessive utility deposits, and
checklists to make sure that the landlord
does not assess you for damages to the
house which existed before you moved in.
There will be a section on landlord duties
such as compliance with the housing code,
keeping the rental unit in good repair, and
guaranteeing the tenant quiet enjoyment, as
well as a section on what you as a tenant
should do if the landlord fails to fulfill his
or her duties.
Other sections will explain what duties
the tenant must fulfill, what actions a
landlord may take if the tenant does not
fulfill her or his duties, and how to end
your tenency in no worse condition than
when you began.
Final drafts of most of the sections have
been completed and are now being circulated for review by lawyers 'and other
interested persons to assure that they are
accurate and easy to understand. Hopefully
the graphics and other final touches will be
completed by the P1RG staff over the
holidays, and the handbooks will be ready
for distribution early in Spring semester. In
addition to the handbook, the information
will be used in sketches to be distributed to
local radio stations, and may be serialized
for weekly articles in The LOBO .

PIRG Office is still acting
as the RI!HkX COmfJiaint
center. If .vt~u havl' am. ·complaint~ send or call them in.
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By Chris Miller
The National Forest Service of
New Mexico is now offering treecutting permits to persons wishing
to chop their own.
The cost of a permit is $1 per
tree.Permits can be picked up at the
Ranger Station at the area you wish
to cut your tree.
There are five Ranger Districts
within a few hous drive of
Albuquerque that are offering
permits this year.
The Jemez Ranger District,
located on State Highway 4 _Eear

Hints To Help in the Holiday Hustle

:rnits Available

Christmas Tree .Cutting A
Jemez Springs will be open until
The Mt. Taylor Ranger District
December 20, from 8 a.m. until 5 near Grants has permits for 2000
p.m. all week.
Douglas· firs and Pinon trees. It is
The Cuba Ranger District is open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
offering White and Douglas firs, weekdays and beginning weekends
and Spruce and Ponderosa pines Dec. 4 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
for cutting. It will remain open
The Magdalena Ranger District is
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. all week.
offering permits for 50 White and
The Tesuque Ranger District, Douglas firs and 450 Pinon trees.
located near Santa Fe on Cy!er The district is now open from 8
Road, has permits for 1500 White a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and will be
and Douglas firs and 50 Pinon open weekends at this same time
trees. It will be open until Dec, 12 beginning Dec. 12.
from 8 a.m. to.5 p.m. during the
There are no permits being ofweek.
fered at the Cibola National Forest
on the Sandia and Manzano
Mountains this year.

I
.

If you have any questions about
cutting your own tree, the number
for information at the local
National Forest Service office is
766-2444.
If you would rather not take the
time and effort of cutting your own
tree, cut and live Christmas trees
are being offered for sale in
Albuquerque.
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By Orlando Medina
The Christmas . season has
traditionally been the time of year
to practice the virtue of sharing
with others. In keeping with this
fine practice, here are a few helpful
hints to brighten the holidays.
Give friends a homemade present
like a Ben Gay chap stick.
Keep alive. the American
tradition of craftsmanship and
innovation: make a Christmas tree
center piece out of used Q-tips.
In broad daylight dress up like
St. Nicholas and frequent pornographic bookstores.

Make farolitos (luminarias) out
of kitty litter.
If you run out of butter for hot
buttered rum use salt and
preparation H.
After Christmas is over, go to the
Unemployment office dressed up
like an elf and file for a check.
Knit yourself silver lame underwear out of used tinseL
Go to a bank and start a
Christmas club fund with
tvlcDonalds gift coupons.
Call strangers on the telephone
and ask for donations for Charlie
Bagger's operation.
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of mail orders."
Guy Swank, general manager of
Toys by Roy in the Winrock mall,
said his sales are also slightly down
because people aren't shopping
early. "Christmas sales aren't good
yet but I'm sure they will improve."
Swank said there are more new toys
this year than any other year he can
remember. The most popular
selling toy for boys is the Bionic
Man and the mission controls
center that sells with it. The reason
this sells well is because it has
battery-operated movement which
the boys like, Swank said. The
favorite toy among girls are, as
exoected, dolls.
Some salesclerks at Winrock said
they thought Coronado Center was
taking away a good amount of their
business because they are larger and
have a better selection of items.

Save $4.00 on 1st Pair
Save $5.00 on 2nd Pair
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There I was, strapped to a hard,
straight-backed chair, surrounded
by ruthless interrogators who
would stop at nothing to get what
they wanted from me. Hot glaring
lights shone down from all
directions as I was forced to endure
cutting insults, physical abuse and
an endless number of questions and
demands.
It was truly a nightmare.
"How did you get here?" one of
the interrogators yelled. "Where
did you come from?"
Before I had time to answer, they
fired another set of questions at me.
"What's your real name? Why
are you dressed so oddly? Where
are you from? Why so do you smile
so much?u
Beads of sweat ran down my
forehead. It seemed as though I'd
been sitting there for hours. My
voice shook as I made an effort to
answer their questions. "I told you
guys. I think I live somewhere north
of here. Now,. as for the reason I'm
always smiling, well, I'm only
trying to be polite."
With that remark the interrogators' faces sudden! v went

grim. One of them walked toward
me slowly, took hold of my nose
and twisted violently. I winced.
"Talk!"
the interrogator
demanded, as he booted me in the
knee. "Talk, or it's the water
torture."
Oh my God, I thought to myself.
Not the water torture.
Before I knew it my lap was
soaking wet. "I've had it," I yelled.
I jumped to my feet and ran for the
door, scattering little children in all
directions.
"Grab his boot!" one of them
screamed. "Make Santa trip and
fall!"
·
I ran through crowds of
Christmas shoppers, reeling in and
out of plastic trees and shop lifters
and eventually managed to elude
the angry mob behind me.
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Now Open Daily!

9:30- 4:00
Discount Photo Processing
Complete Xeroxing
Ditto & Mimeographing
ASUNM Duplicating Center
,
Room 215 SUB
277-5528
(across from Casa del Sol)

And so went my brief career as a
department store Santa. As far as
the interrogation team went, I was
later released on the condition that
1 sell Polish handguns in America.
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By Rebekah Szymanski
Have you ever wondered what
the life of a department store Santa
Claus is like during the Christmas
season? Having, been one myself,
one unfortuante holiday season, I
must say it is amazingly similar to
being brought before an interrogation team of the Russian
KGB.
One year, shortly before fall
semester was to end, I responded to
an ad in one of the local
newspapers. I soon learned I was to
become one of Albuquerque's
many department store Santas.
Little did I know, it would bring
back so many vivid memories of the
time I was captured in Moscow
when I'd been visiting relatives in
Poland and was apprehended in the
Moscow airport on my way back to
the United States. The Russian
police couldn't understand why I
had a plane ticket for America
when my last name was so unmistakably Polish. They accused
me of trying to defect.
I was then dragged to a cold,
dark cell for questioning.
As a Santa for one of the local
department stores, I was subjected
to much of the same treatment as I
was while up against the interrogaton team of the KGB.
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And perhaps your best bet is to «'
get about 20 friends, stand on your 0["'
roof about three a.m. Christmas 0CJ'
morning, and sing Christmas "
carols. Your neighbors will rush to
your yard and heap you with praise
because they are all filled with that
traditional Christmas spirit. Besides
the twenty friends can keep you
company in the city jaiL
-
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One Day in the Life of Santa;
It's Not All Elves & Chimneys

~

Freezone.
Distill liquor from Christmas tree

Albuquerque's Plantroow

The average price for cut trees is
There are 1,500 trees for sale at
about $2.25 per foot. That comes to these prices on the NW corner of
$11.25 for a five-foot tree, $18.00 Lomas and San Mateo. Money
for an eight-foot tree, $22.50 for a earned from the sale of these trees
ten-foot. tree and $27.00 for a will go to the Sunport Optimist
twelve-foot tree.
Club to support youth sports.

Only H. Cook's Sporting Store and
Stag Tobacconists LTD. that were
surveyed at Winrock reported
higher sales then last year.
John Brooks, general manager of
Cook's, said, "Our sales are higher
than last year. I think this is due to
the fact that we're a sporting store.
Because people have so much
leisure time they invest in sports
equipment." Brooks said the ski
department has the highest
recorded sales.
Tim Sims manager of Stag
Tobacconists LTD., said his sales
are way up over last year. "This is
the first year we've sold the expensive items such as hand carved
ivory pipes." Sims said that at least
half of his customers are women
buying gifts for men or themselves.
Sims attributes his increase in
business to the high quality of his
merchandise and reasonable prices.
Among the large department
stores in Coronado Center, sales
are reported to be alright but not as
high as expected. Ray Dressler,
general manager of The Broadway
said people are buying less extravigant gifts and more practical
ones.
Paulette Jones, personnel
manager of Rhodes department
store said, "Sales are a little below
our expectations because we were
quite affected 'by the snow storm."
Jones said the highest selling
department in Rhodes were the
fashion apparel! areas. "Our
women's and men's sportswear
departments are selling very well,"
Jones said.

Wait for the Feast of the
Epiphany and send three Rio
Rancho residents back east.
Glue a caterpillar to your upper
lip and pass it off as a Christmas
moustache.
Practice with your Popeil pocket
fisherman at a Texan-filled ski run.
Make a Yule log out of buns
from La Posada.
Invent a Christmas J ello dessert
out of plums, jello, carrots, raisins
and edible underwear.
Give acne medicine made from

not the ttme of year to have money I
1~~
worri~s so if .:ot<lur car starts to s~id I
or shde remember:. Always ~lm I
towards a pedestnan carrymg I
packages. People and Christmas
Offers UNM Students and Faculty This
gifts are softer than curbs or light , I
poles arid actually absorb shock a I
lot better. A lot of holiday drivers I
have done this for years.
I
It is considered old fashioned to I
kiss under a sprig of mistletoe so 1
why not place a sprig of mistletoe 1
Nice Size
on an unusual part of your 1
anatomy. It can be a fun surprise 1
for someone to discover your I
Reg. $7.98
mistle~oe when you're n~t looking.
I
500 San Pedro
266-7025
A gift of cheap fur-lined gloves I
(C
d
d
can be
orner
um
· made
I t' from
(fib placing
l ) · rock-·
t'de a ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _'J _ _
_an
_ _ _an
_Pe
_ _ro)
_____ _
woo I msu a 1on 1 erg ass ms
pair of playtex living gloves. After
wearing the gloves once your friend
will not be paying any attention to
how cold his or her hands are.
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Department Store Sales Lagging This Year
By Ruth S. In tress
Christmas sales are down slightly
from last year and shoppers aren't
buying their gifts early, said
salesmen at both Winrock and
Coronado shopping centers.
In an unofficial survey of
department store managers and
salesclerks taken by the LOBO, it
was the general consensus that sales
were difinitely hurt by the snow and
winter weather that hit the city over
the Thanksgiving weekend. Because
Thanksgiving weekend normally
kicks-off the Christmas season and
sales are expected to rise at that
time, if they don't quotas aren't
met and sales are low.
P.A. Cleavinger, assistant
manager of Di!lards department
store in Winrock center, said, "The
bad storm Saturday blew off some
of our sales. But I think our
business will be as good as last year
if not a little better once people
start shopping."
"Basically trends are about the
same as last Christmas, except that
people are buying better quality
items than in past years,''
Cleavinger said.
Traditionally, two of the highest
selling items during the holiday
season are toys and candy. Ruth
Richardson, manager ·of Russell
candy store in Winrock,
said, "There aren't as many
shoppers at this time as there were
last year, but I think once people
get started shopping they will spend
as much this year as they did last
year. Our large corporation orders
are coming in and we've had a lot

Make a Nativity scene from
Barbie, Ken and Bionic people
dolls.
Drive a sleigh with reindeer to
campus and let Parking· Services try
to put an immobilizer on it.
Leave your favorite professor a
2.2 pound gift in his or her car
without telling them, and later call
the Albuquerque Narcotics Squad
to give them the instructor's address.
Most of the roads around
Albuquerque tend to have some icy
spots (like this last weekend) uncareful motorists could end up with
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Facuily, staff and students can turn form~ in to the boxes at Rm, 13.8 of Marron Hall, SUO Inform~year
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tion Counter, or Zimmcr,rman Library. You can mail the forn; to M,US!·Survcy, Box 20, l!~M. There IS
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~Peace and The Lebanese Crisis
: "The Key"

Traveller is a super tight team of
. .1• four musicians that churn nut somP
of the best hard rock and pure jazzrock around. Tom Bird, Tim
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• stint at La Posada this Friday night,
The semi-formal event starts at nine
and costs four bib. Look for the
group at the weekend marathon
dance for Muscular Dystrophy.
Jasmine is the sensuous sould
band at Minnesota Chubby's this
week at 4100 E. Central Ave. The
large troupe do a lot of AWB,
EWF, Tavares and whatever else
suits your mood.
Ace Pancakes are trucking all
this week at Alfalfa's at 5001
Lomas NE. If you like steel guitar,
female vocalists and Grateful Dead,
this group from Denver should
fulfill your needs.
Flavour is doing some tasty
music at Pratt's Triangle at .the

Western Skies Motor Hotel
presents DIRECT

FROM LONDON

,~' t 520 ~ID ~\~
~~· <lrbeatrr Restaurant
"it

II'US

,l.{reut fun" -

LOS :\:'<JGELES TJ:\IES

DINNER & 2 HOUR SHOW FROM $8.95, GROUP RATE $6.95
Eat a feast a La Tom Jones, drink and be merry with King
Henry VIII, his jesters and minstrels in a show the critics have
called "Fantastic" and "unblievable." Step back in time to
London and the year 1520.

RESERVATIONS 299-4401
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point where Girard, Central and
Monte Vista meet. Tune in for
some Boulder rock this week.
Full Circle rounds out the entertainment country-western style
at the Bird of Paradise this month
at 5211 Gibson SE.
Curly Snow & the Snowmen are
the long-playing country act at the
Sandia Inn at 4007 Menaul NE.
David Allan Coe will sing about
Willie, Waylon and some strange
guy for a premiere one-night stand
tomorrow
night
at
the
Headquarters at 4310 Central
where Pepino's used to be.
Los Chavos burns some hot
Latino rock at the Latin Quarter at
5402W. CentralAve.
Homesteaders are settling down

Wear Contacts?
lOOJo
Off
Get
*Polishing *Cleaning *Solutions *Accessories
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ChtistmGs Sand-dG\tes Ring Out
rco<Hinueu from Poge tOJ

I
I

week of musical variety at Chelsea's
Street Pub in the Coronado
Shopping Center.
Billy Pritchard is that mad man
from Liverpool who delighted the
opening weeks of Chelsea spiriteers
in its first few weeks of existence.
Come prepared for anything the
next month. It's guaranteed to be a
riot.
Planets take rock to the people at
Neds on 4200 Central this week and
.will be spinning in a one-night orbit
at the MD marathon dance this
weekend sometime.
Downwind spins some breezy

:_-------~------------· ': :. :.·I
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Compiled by George Gesner

I

at the Tower Bar with a little
country-western at 2822 2nd NW.
Cadillac Bob explores the whole
musical spectrum in search of
Cadbo heaven at Okie's. They'll
play throughout the week ·and will
come back to the campus neighborhood night and day spot the
week of Dec. 15.0at Willie is or will be a brand
new band formed by the remaining
Barnaby members. They'll be at
Okie's Christmas week.
Barnaby has held over their swan
song for another two nights this
Friday and Saturday at the
Headquarters. The group should be
broken up by then.
Last Mile RambJ'ers will be
harvesting bluegrass at Okie's next
week, This Friday and Saturday
they will infest. Apollo's with their
good-time sounds at 931 San Mateo
NE. This Sunday they'll do their
early sets at Headquarters.
Ozone Express goes through reentry by popular demand at
Apollo's next week.
Soundstage gives you a multiple
choice question. What kind of
music do they do? a)rock b)country
c)easy listening d)classical e)all of
the above. Well, you're right and
they're doing it at the Western Skies
on the east side of town at Central
·and Tramway this week. Soundstage drops in at Headquarters next
week.
Kansas Rain pours out their last
(Continued on page 10)

4310 Lomas N.E.- Lomas at Washington
For all your contact and eyeglass needs
·
No appointment necessary

country-western at the After Dark
Cocktail Lounge at Louisiana and

M~ntgomery.

Dan Miller Show will take you
down nostalgia lane and let you
experience music of the 40's at Big
Valley Cattle Compacy at 8904
Menaul NE.
Copa~abana is telling you to
dance. Samba, waltz, tango,
rumba, cha cha cha, samba and
polka the night away at the
Copacabana Club at 5914 E.
Central Ave.
Wally & the Snails
be rocking
out at Uncle Nasty's this week.
Their music is professional and if

will

you think snails are slow you're in
for the surprise of your life.
The UNM Dance Band is electrifying the pit, Did you see the way
they made those girls dance during
the timeouts in the basketball
game? They're for real.
This weekend will be a musicfilled weekend at the MD marathon
dance with such groups as Clams,
Jade, Shattered Glass, Road Space,
Street Rockers, L.B. Cottonwood,
Red Sky, Fine Line, Baca J<'amily
Band and Mr. Jilter performing.
There will also be a variety of
novelty acts that should excite one
and all. Merry Christmas!
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audio-technica.

Floral Creations For
Your Special Occasions

The Phono Cartridge

City Wide Delivery

That Compromises On Price
But Not On Quality

Wire Service

Starting At $9.95
Available At:
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Plazuela Sombra
323 Romero NW
Your
Old Town
Florist
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Merry ChristmoJs!!
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UNM Organizations
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Pick-up Your Tickets Here
Close By and Convenient
Just 1 Block East Of Campus
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CHANTS

. Offer You The Finest Iu
Wares and Knowledge A vailabl~
They Invite All
UNM Students
To Come To Old Town~~
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Casey Optical & Drug Co.
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Handwoven Chimayo Blankets, Rugs and Wall Hangings.
Macrame Slings & Pots. Custom Made Coats & Vests.
A fm Speciali:::.ing in f land Caf'\'ed Colonial Fumiture.

401-A SAN I<'ELIPE NW

.,,
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7.95
'1.95

8x10
7.95

8,95
11.95
13.95

EXTRA PRINTS
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1.95
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5.95

843-7157
lARGE GROUPS & FAMILIES WELCOME
SEE YOURSELF IN THE
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... Christmas Dilemma Solved
(Continued from page J)
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balloons,
automobiles.

zeppelins

and

Old fads and hobbies are undergoing a renaissance. Various
color-by-number sets are available
and usually priced under $10. The
sets feature famous artists and
paintings such as Chr.ist in the
Garden of Gethsemane, The Spirit
of '76, Norman Rockwell and Da
Vinci's Last Supper.Other old fads
being revived are ·hula hoops, which
sell for about $3 and skateboards

l"' ~~~~~~~~~~~~
Look, it's growing!

l I

which can cost between $20 and
$40, The Magic "8" Ball
(remember those?) are back at
about $4 a piece,

Guiness Game of World Records at
$8 and a variety of semi-skill games
such as tennis and miniature golf
ranging from $20 to $30.

Games have also grown in
popularity, as the shelves are being
stocked with recent additions to the
parlor entertainment cult. If you
liked the movie Jaws, a new game
has appeared by the same name in
which the player matches wits with
the great white shark. Actually the
game is nothing more than a plastic
shark with various pieces of junk in
its jaws which must be removed
without allowing the mouth to snap
shut.

The more 'difficult board
simulations come in convenient
book shelf packaging and cost
about $10. These games place you
fn simulated war situations such as
Richtoffen's War, 1776 and
Panzerblitz. Artificial mind games
are also good gifts for the puzzlebound and come under bizarre titles
such as Oh Wah Ree, Contigo,
Acquire, Witchcraft and Facts in
Five.

The British color code game,
Master Mind has become popular
as well. In the game one player tries
to decode the color code of the
opponent. Master Mind is available
at $4 for the simple set, $10 for the
deluxe and $22 for the Royale.
Other games include the Sting
Game (of strategy and bluff). the

Small foozball sets that can be
,placed on a table retail at $25. The
larger standup models, not like the
quarter machines, however, are
available for $50.
For your frisbee flinging friend
you might buy him a new frisbee
for as little as $1 or as much as $14.
The $14 set includes two frisbees
and a frisbag for convenient
lugging to Roosevelt Park.
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If you don't have very much
money to spend, but you still want
to give someone a little something
by which to be remembered, a
variety of calendars are available.
Selling for less than $6 at most
stores, are the Star Trek, Happy
Days, The Real Mother Goose,
National Lampoon and Official

Ethnic calenders.
If you are still stuck on completing your shopping list
remember there are always ties, tieracks, pen and pencil sets, soaps,
colognes and perfumes, records,
jigsaw puzzles and batteries for all
those ''batteries not included"
gimmicks you bought last year.

Meaningful Ideas Found in Homemade Gifts
When It's
Right
You Know lt.

Your hair should make the 1110$t of your lectures without making a lot of work for you. That's why we carefully analyze
your heir's condition, texture and natural movemimt. Why we
study your lectures and facial structure. If you don't want to
fuss with your hair and still want Ia look your best, let us do it
for you.

1123 Central NE
Across from

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
842-8300

Hints From The
Christmas Angel

By Lynda Sparber
"It's the thought that counts."
If I have to hear that on one more
Christmas morning, I shall dethumb myself. Which is quite a
project, since I am all thumbs at
this time of year.
Somewhere, sometime I got the
impression that it was more
meaningful to make Christmas
presents than to buy them. Being a
student of limited means, this
seemed practical as well as cute.
As a result, my friends and family,
have been inundated with rocks
bearing painted country sunsets,
embroidered birds on fabric from
an old shirt, tin cans nailed to a slab
of bo>trd and painted as a "unique"
desk set.
Unfortunately, they all looked
like painted rocks, tin cans, and old
shirt sleeves.
Without realizing it, I discovered
that I had stepped into the realm of
"art from junk."
I don't knit, though I can and
have crocheted a chain three feet
long. When I cook I have to give
penance instead of say grace, so
food baskets are out of the
question. Glue, stitch, and hammer
are my only alternatives.
When I exhaust ideas for such
creations as daisies painted on
bark, daisies painted on old book
covers, and daisies painted on.satin
bookmarks, I turn to the checkout
counters at the supermarket.
Magazines like Woman's Day

and Family Circle are great for
cheap gift ideas. Toothpick
coasters, felt-tip drawings on
stationery, and plant holders from
butter dishes are bound to bring
tears to anyone's eyes on that magic
morning.
Some of my friends plan to che~:.t
this year, though. Unable to take
the sympathetic smiles of friends,
they plan to go the route of "readymade homemade."
Seamstresses and artists from the
Handstitch Co-op and the Crafts
Guild take the pain of making gifts
away by doing the job for you. Arts
and 'crafts fairs, like the one to be
held Dec. 9 and 10, offer the same
devious means.
I also have become wary of kits,
"As simple as one, two, three" is a
big stop sign tq me ever since I
completed a paint-by-number

Plastic Trees Bring Dimestore Glitter Home
By Joe Donnelly
A walk through a trim-a-tree
section of any local discount
department store can frustrate the
would-be consumer who is in search
of tasteful and more authentic
decorations for the home and tree
during the holiday season.
To the Muzak sounds of "Silent
Night," "Oh Christmas Tree" and
"The Little Drummer Boy" , the
person who wants to beat the
Joneses next door will have to
sacrifice two things-good taste
and money.
To start off a homeowner's
Christmas decorations there is
nothing like the purchase of a nonflammable, never need water,
always good as new artificial
Christmas tree.
One store offers five different
varieties including a 24-inch
"Canadian Pine" made of plastic
and complete with stand for only
$1.97.
The store also had four and six
foot versions of the plastic
Canadian pine variety at $16.88 and
the everyday low price of $29.88,
respectively.
Celebrating the holidays in real
style the tree-authentic or ar-

tificial-can be garnished with a
variety of items such as tinsel
garland, icicles, lights, bnlbs and
other ornaments.
Starting from the bottom of the
tree, you can add a 35-inch
"Christmas Tree Skirt" made of
flammable material for an investment of$1.57.
Many people love to bedizen the
area surrounding the bottom of the
tree with miniature villages, nativity
scenes or statues of Santa and the
reindeers.
The "electrified" Santaville
U.S.A. is a village of eight homes
and a church made of strong,
durable plastic and paper complete
with 10 lights for $4.47.
A 10-piece nativity scene consisting of barn, child in manager,
three kings (one white, two black),
shepherd Joseph, Virgin Mary,
donkey, cow and two sheep,
An Alpine Village Church
(electrified), approved by the
Underwriters Laboratory, comes
with electric cord and light bulb for
just $4.96.
One aspect of Christmas tree
decorating that has not changed is
the manufacturing of bulbs. They
are still made out of good-old glass.

Roswell Residents
Blow Glass Bulbs
portrait of what appeared to be a
rabid gopher for my parents.
I am not about to give up. My
project for this year? That's a
secret, for even now my friends are
reading this with flushes of anticipation coloring their cheeks. I
will say this: it is easier to make a
plaster cast of a dog's paw if the
beast is either sleeping or dead.

t
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Hanukkah Party Includes
Traditional Food, Dances
Special Hanukkah services will not be held on campus because of the end
of the semester, bnt holiday services will be held at both local synagogues
in Albuquerque, said Wendy Axlerod, president of Hillel, the Jewish
Student Union.
Hillel will have a Hanukkah party Friday night at 7:30 at the International House, Axlerod said. Such traditional foods as potato latkes will
be eaten, and games such as Dredle will be played. Students will also
perform the traditional Israeli dances, she said.
,
B'Nai Israel, the conservative congregation in Albuquerque, will hold
regularly scheduled services Friday night at 8 and Saturday morning at
8:30. For special Hanukkah services, call 266-0155. For Temple Albert's
service schedule phone 842-9408.
~~~--~~-----------------------
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By Dolores Wood
The Krebbs family has been
producing glass Christmas ornaments in the traditional German
style since before World War I, said
Eberhard Krebbs, manager of the
New Mexico branch of Krebbs &
Shon. The family opened a factory
in Roswell about four years ago and
is now producing about $500,000
worth of ornaments a year.
"Before the war, my grandmother managed an ornament
factory," he said. "It was later
taken over by the Czechoslovakian
government because it was in the
Czechoslovakian part of Germany.
After that, she and my father
started a business in another part of
Germany."
,Since then, the family has
continued in the business, he said.
"We try to produce traditional
German glass ornaments. Over the
years the ornaments have gained
quite a reputation."
The business started with four or
five people and has grown to
employ over 300 workers. The main

factory is still in Germany, but the
Roswell factory doesn't import
anything from them, Krebbs said.
The employes are all Roswell
residents who are trained by his
parents, he said.
Depending on the time of year,
the factory employs anywhere from
30 to 80 workers to handmake the
ornaments. The factory produces
about 500 different samples, and
sends them nationwide.
"This year we produced a special
ornament with a Norman Rockwell
print on it. It is limited in quantity," he said.
Krebbs said he especially likes th.e
ornament that is made with silk
prints on glass. "It is decorated
with braid and gold glitter. It's also
a good seller."
The ornaments cost from $1.50
to $6.00 per box at wholesale
prices, he said. There are from four
to six ornaments in each box.
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Soft Flannel Nightgowns
Jumpsuits
Boots
Gaucho Skirts
Hooded Sweaters
Denim Vests & Blazers
Velveteen Separates
Long Plaid Skirts

~f€ifl ®f. gf!e ~Jiffil:o/Bj:\80 ffiJifDEF(.
2937 Monte Vista NE
3107 Eubank NE
(On The Triangle)

(Scottsdale Village)
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There are some plastic and compressed foam ornaments but, as one
department manager put it, people
aren't buying them.
To finish the tree trimmings there
is nothing like the prestigious tree
top ornament. There is a variety of
these including the 97 cent plastic
'st~eple type variety and the
magnificent "Star of the Magi"
which, for $2.27, does nothing else
but sit there on the top of the tree.
However, if impressive is what you
are looking for, ther'! is the imported star tree top ornament with
30 lights and 3-way quick flasher,
all for only $2.47.
To add that little bit of Tom
Edison to the tree there is nothing
like flashing lights. For $1.22 you
can buy a box of 30 weatherproof
lights (flashing or non-flashing)
complete with 2 spares. Safety
features of the set includes "heavy
duty wire, heavy duty socket and
(the ever necessary) heavy duty
brass prong plug," The lights, pretested and guaranteed to light, are
made to the manufacturers own
safety standards.
To top everything and anything
off while decking the halls, there is
the magic invention of synthetic
snow. Cans of the compressed
white stuff (without a listing of
contents) go from 77 cents to $1.44
a can, complete with "Keep Out of
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Photo by Joe Donnelly

Reach of Children" warnings.
Cans of synthetic snow have
names like "Santa Snow Spray,"
"Spray Snow" and "Sno Blower."
All can be used for such marvelous ,
things as spraying messages on
mirrors, windows and packages
using stencils; decorating shrubs
and trees with snow; and trimming
windows to simulate snow or frost.
For the kids it's a ho-ho-ho with
a 5-foot long red burlap stocking
filled with a checker set, 10-inch
plastic ukelele, flute, piccolo, four

jigsaw puzzles, play money, special
agent gun and badge set, paint by
number set w/brush and peppermint candies to boot-all for a
hardy $9.88.
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Keyboatds Fat Out

Lament the Vanishing White man

<L>

The Vanishing White Man by Stan
Steiner. Harper & Row, 1976. 309
pages.
.
Review by Nancy Gage Staley
The Vanishing White Man is a
lament. Read it and weep because it
is true and it addresses itself to the
most reluctant reader. Lament for
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Albedo 0.39/Vangelis/ RCA-LPL1-5136
Review by George Gesner
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The Greek Wizard of Keyboards outdoes himself in
a far-out and sometimes frightening album venture.
Vangelis Papathanassiou without a doubt is good,

·,;: but just because you're talented doesn't mean an
::E automatic success story.
Q.>

~

"

Vangelis collaborated with brilliant Greek songster
Z Demis Roussos in 1970 to form Aphrodite's Child.
'<~'. Vangelis was asked to join Yes when Rick Wakeman
"OIJ left, but refused on the grounds of musical dif"' ferences.

0-.

Vangelis performs on all the instruments on the
album, which is an achievement in itself. The trouble
is that it is an over-achievement.
I was entranced by one song on the album. "Alpha"

has a bell-like piano in the lead with soaring synthesizer background. It is the only song on the album
that has a constant melody.
· "Nucleogenesis Pt. I" and "Nucleogenesis Pt. 2"
include driving keyboards and wailing laments that
can drive you crazy_
Vangelis offers a spoken science lesson on the
universe and our own little world in the title song. I
just hope the man's next album isn't a musical version
of an encyclopedia.

Popejo_y to Host
Winter Potpourri

A telephone clock with a female voice is featured on
"Freefall" and excerpts from the astronauts' conversation on the moon is featured on ''Mare
Tranquillitatis." A cure for your headache after
listenin'g to this diverse album is the previous Vangelis
album, Heaven and Hell.
Rate this album D.
[Editor's note: Rate the graphic A.]

15 to 20 hours a week average
Possible career and Sales Experience

Contact Northwestern Mutual Life
Phil Franczyk, CLU
292-2830
We have 5 openings available.

-

For A Gift To Please Someone
Special On Your Christmas List
Try The

1

Herb Emporium
Ov-er 250 Herbs, Spices
And Tea Blends
At The Lowest Prices
• To Warm You On
° Spice Your Feasts
Those Cold Nights
• Stop Your Nightmares
• Soothes Your Nerves
• Color Your Fabrics
• Cure Your Ills
• Perfume Your Bath
• Stimulate Your Lover • Freshen Your Breath
Complete Line Of Ginseng Roots And Pills

Nuts, Naturally Grown Beans And
Grains, Vitamins, Books, Honey, Vegetable Pasta, Natural Foods.

Pottery By Becky Brown
3218 San Mateo N.E.
Laramie Square

"A Winter Potpourri,~' featuring
279 student musicians and vocalists
from UNM, will be presented in
Popejoy Hall in the Fine Arts
Center Monday, Dec. 6, at 8:15
p.m.
Sponsored by the UNM music
department, the concert will include
the Symphonic Band,
the
University Chorus, the Chamber
Singers, the Concert Choir and the
Collegiate Singers_ Tickets are $2
for the general public, $1 for senior
citizens and UNM faculty and staff
and 50 cents for students and may
be bought at the Fine Arts Box
Office. ·
John Clark, assistant professor
of music and director of UNM
choral activities, said the concert
will be an evening of "straight"
musical entertainment. "There
won't be any special effects," he
said, "just a full program of music
that will include classical music,
madrigals and motets, marches,
American dance music, folk,
ballads, Broadway tunes, rock and
nostalgia."
The University Chorus will open
the program with five selections
which include: "Ev'ry Time I feel
the Spirit;" "These are the Times

Vio-linist to Play

Interested in a Part-Time Job?·

881-98~~

Miriam Fried, young Israeli feature the magnificent Beethoven
violin virtuoso, is described as an Violin Concerto.
In a short span of five years since
"Extraordinarily attractive, both
physically and musically .. -has all wi!)niiig the prestigious Queen
the virtues of a first class concert Elisabeth of Belgium Competition
violinist: remarkable technique, in Brussels, violinist Fried has
lustrous tone, sensitive and in- appeared with many major orchestras in North America and
formed musicianship ... "
Included
in
this
Miriam Fried will appear with the Europe_
New Mexico Symphony Orchestra, distinguished list are the orchestras
under th baton of Yoshimi Takeda, of Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Los
on Saturday, December 4th, at 8:15 Angeles, and Toronto; and abroad
p.m., and Sunday, December 5th, with the Halle Orchestra, Helsinki
at 3:00 p.m., in Popejoy Hall on Philharmonic, London PhilharLondon
Symphony,
the UNM campus. The program monic,
will include works by Bach, Munich Philharmonic, Vienna
Janacek, and Beethoven, and will Symphony and others_

mixed Bo.g Represents
Fine melodious Album
Nadia's Theme/Barry De Vorzon and Perry Botkin Jr. and various artists/
A&MSP-3412
Review by George Gesner
This nicely packaged record is centered around the recent chartbuster
"Nadia's Theme," a song that has warmed the hearts of millions
dedicated to a girl who did the same.
Barry DeVorzon and Perry Botkin Jr. are responsible for three pieces on
the album. The record opens and ends with the theme song of the "Young
and Restless" (Nadia's Theme). The song was also called "Cotton's
Dream" on the soundtrack album of Bless the Beasts and Children_ From
that soundtrack album comes that title song and "Down The Line." These
songs set the mellow moods that continue through the album.
Chuck Mangione performs the title songs from his albums Bellavia and
Chase ,The Clouds Away_ The former is heavy on Spanish influence; the
latter: cool jazz_
Out of the DeBussy files comes the enchanting melody of "My Reverie"
aptly performed by Ira Sullivan.
The best number off the Pablo Cruise Lifeline album starts the second
side in rocking fashion_ "Zero to Sixty in Five" is probably one of the better rock instrumentals of the year_
Herb Ohta does a pleasant rendition of Morris Albert's big tune
"Feelings."
Tim Weisberg and his magic flute offer "Rainbow City" and Michel
Col om bier lends a stunning melody from Wings called "EmanueL"
This is probably one of the best miscellaneous albums on the market,
filled with gentle and entrancing melodies.

Fried was born in Rumania in
1946 and emigrated with her
parents to Israel when she was two.

There she began her violin studies
at the age of eight and was on the
tour by the time she was eleven_ In
1958 she was awarded first prize in
Israel's Tenth Anniversary Violin
Competition sponsored by the
America-Israel Cultural Foundation and the Israel Broadcasting
service_
On scholarships from the
foundation, Fried studied first at
the Rubin Academy of Music in Tel
Aviv from which she graduated at
age sixteen. She then studied at the
Conservatory of Music in Geneva,
Indiana University with Joseph
Gingold, and the Juilliard School
of Music with Ivan Galamian.
A protegee of i:;aac Stern, Miss
Fried won first prize in the 1968
Paganini International Competition
in
Genoa,
Italy.
Thefollowing year she made her
New York debut at Carnegie Hall.
In February 1977 she will make
her New York Philharmonic debut
playing the Beethoven Violin
Concerto with Colin Davis conducting. Also·in this season she has
been invited back to the Boston
Symphony with Colin Davis,
Cleveland Orchestra, Philadelphia
Orchestra, Pittsburgh Symphony,
and the orchestras of Baltimore,
Houston, and Ottawa.
Tickets for the December 4th and
5th concerts are available at
Popejoy Hall Box Office; at the
Symphony Office, 120 Madeira
N-E.; and at Albuquerque Ticket
Agency in Coronado Center.

Mechanical and civil engineering
aerospace
and
majors .. ,
aeronautical engineering majors
, , • electronics • . . computer
sclence ... mathematics majors.
The Air Force Is looking for young
men and women With academic

pay tuition, textbooks, lab fees,
and $100 tax-free dollars a
month. The Air Force ROTC
program leads to an Air Force
commission, an excellent starting
salary, challenging work (with
some of the finest equipment In

majorlng In one of those areas,
you may be eligible tor either the
two-year or the four-year Air
Force ROTC program. And to
help with the college bills, two,
three, and four-year scholarships
are available. These scholarships

slblllty, graduate education and
much more.
Find out today about an Air Force
ROTC scholarship. It's a great
way to serve your country and to
help pay for your college educetlon.

majors such as these. If you~re

Inquire at:

Air FOrce ROTC-Gatewayloa Great WayofLife

Dance students from UNM will
present an evening of "studentproduced choreography" Saturday,
Dec_ 4, at 8 p_m, in Rodey Theatre
in UNM's Fine Arts Center.
Tickets are $1 and $1.50 at the
Fine Arts Box Office.

Whenever you take off on Continental, we'll
take off 28% from the cost of a regular roundtrip Coach ticket to all our mainland cities with
our Economy Excursion Fare. It's a great
way to keep your money in your pocket.
Then sit back and watch Continental put '
on a show.
We've put the Pub on our wide-bodied
DC-10's, with electronic PubPong games and free
popcorn. Plus exclusive specially condensed
double feature films, old-till).e newsreels and your
favorite animated cartoons- You can also put
on the feedbag for only a dolla,r with our
Good Times Snacks.

"First Poet of Technology"
"The greatest living genius of industrial
technical realization in building."
Creator of the Geodesic Dome
Holder of 39 Honorary degrees.

the world), promotions. respon-

Department of Aerospace Studies
. 1901 Los Lomas 277-4230

Will Dnnce.

That is the tragedy and the source
of the immense frustration that
rises up as one reads_ The futility
overwhelms. Listen to the voices of
the strip miner and the Indian
trader and try to reconcile them
with the voices of the Indians and
the voice of the South Dakota
lawyer, "It is really a mystic trip.
Perhaps you have to believe in it or
it won't work for you ... ! believe in
the Jndian religion. I have learned
from my meetings with the spiritual
leaders of the Lakota ... " .

~

Monday he goes to work and he ;:s::
makes bullets with the saf)le hands ~
he prayed with on Sunday."
()'
0

But one does not put the book 0
~.
down feeling pity for the Indians, ~
but pity for us all, pity and fear r
0
because the prophesiGs woven o0
through the book are coming true.
The earth is being murdered. The 0
C1>
prophesy continues, " .. _no one n
knows what is going to happen ~
after this whole thing falls apar·
(I
t ... All we can know is that at that _
time the People will return .. -''
There is no doubt who the People ~
are.
~

Included in this book are the
facts that we know by now, the
shame of Wounded Knee II, the
rape of the land, the racism and
ignorance. Grace Black Elk speaks
of the hypocrisy of the white man,
"On Sunday the white man goes to
church and he prays. And on

TAOS CARDS
4605 Fourth Street N. W.

345-2125

SOUTHWEST GREETINGS
Distinctive New Mexico themes.

YOU CAN FIND
IT, TOO f
CALL

Christmas Cards: Traditionai•Advent Calendars
Etchings Personalized Service

293-2000

We take off~ c'f~ and put on
lots ofextras everywhere we fly.

Buckminster Fuller

December 7, 8 pm Popejoy Hall UNM
Tickets at UNM SUB Box Office and
Albuquerque Ticket Agency in Coronado
Admission: $3.50 Genneral Public
$2.00 UNM Students

U. Students

Indian Youth Council, " ... it has
occurred to me that the ecology
movement has no spiritual base_
Well, how can anyone save the
eart,h who has no spriitual
relationship with the earth?" The
obvious acswer is these people are
speaking in different languages, for
their whole referents are different.
Th~y live in entirely foreign worlds.

I

presents

We need certain college majors
to become Air Force lieutenants.

by Charles F _ Bryan" and Dixit
iviaria" (The Angel· Gabriel Came
to Mary) by Hans Leo Hassler.
The Chamber Singers will follow
with five selections: "All Ye Who
Music Love" by Baldassare Donato
(1548-1603) and ''0 Eyes of My
Beloved" by Orlando di Lasso
(1532-94)The Concert Choir will present
Motet III (Jesu, meine freude) by
Johann Sebastian Bach.
The fourth section of the concert
will feature the Symphonic Band,
Their selections include "Jesu, Joy
of Man's Desiring" by Bach;
"Divertimento for Band" by
Vincent Persichetti; "Suite of Old
American Dances" by Robert
Russell Bennett; "Pineapple Poll"
by Arthur Sullivan and "Hands
Across the Sea" by John Phillip
Sousa.
The concert finale will be
presented by the Collegiate Singers.
Their arrangements include "Magic
To Do;" "Lullaby of Broadway;"
"Steam Heat;'' ' 1 Movin' On;"
"No One's Perfect;" selections
from Oliver; ''A Senti men tal
Journey;" "Alexander's Ragtime
Band" and "Paddlin' Madelin
Home-"

little frightened, knowing that it is
coming close to home, knowing
that the book is honing in with
precision.
The format of the book is simple
and inviting; it is a seri~s of
testaments bound together by the
chorus of Steiner's narrative.
Hfteen speakers come forward aJl.d
address the reader.
The energy crisis and abuse of the
earth are major themes. Former
Secretary of the Interior Walter
Hickel: "1 do not accept the idea'
that we have to reduce our
pollution standards to produce the
energy the nation needs." And the
answer comes back from Gerald
Wilkinson, Director of the National

\

ASUNM SPEAKERS
COMMITTEE
•

the Native Americans, for the
whites, for the earth ·itself and all
who live on it.
Open the-book. You will see that
it is· dedicated to, among others,
Larry, Casuse, the young Navajo
man killed in a shoot-out in Gallup
a few years ago_ You may feel a

On our spacious, wide-look 727's you can put
on your headset and enjoy the free stereo
entertainment. There's overhead storage plus
a middle seat in Coach and Economy that
folds down when unoccupied so you can relax or
spread out the books.
Call Continental or your Travel Agent and
ask for our 28% Economy Excursion Fare.
Cominenlal will provide -informatkm regarding specific nights and number of
seats available.
Purchase your ticket at least 14 d<1ys prior to departure, fl.nd stay 7to JO days.
Our 28% discount applies from September 16, 1916 to January 31. 19n..
.
Pares and savings subject to change without notice. The Coach Pub IS available
on all Contincntul DC-IO's ~?Xcluding Huwaii through service.
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CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
'The Proud Bird with the Golden Tail.
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Grapplers Open .
Season Tonight
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P/loto by Wendell T. Hunt

Greg Arzola (dark hair) and Marc Brogan practice in the 150-lb. class. The UNM grapplers
open their season tonight.
·

Mark Katz's

Auto Paint & Body Shop
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Work

Open Weekends
Quality Work
Quality Materials
AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD

2001 Edith N.E. - 242-3872
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Steve.Davis (no. 15), scoring against NM Highlands, will
have a sort-of homecoming when the Lobos face New
Mexico State in Las Cruces tonight.

BX·BI\A
STDI\B
266-7709 Moo-Sat 10-9 Sun 12-6
8117 Menaul NE ell1 Harvard SE

NOW

THE TOWERING FIGURE
OF OUR TIME
TELLS ALL

first real test of the season tonight
when they take on the New Mexico
State Aggies at 7:30 at the Pan
American Center in Las Cruces.
The game will be broadcast live
by KOB Radio AM (770).
After knocking off New Mexico
Hfghlands and Colorado, and
taking an exhibition win from the
Yugoslavian National Team, the
Lobos may find the going a bit
rougher against the Ags, who boast
,one of their best recruiting years
ever.
This is the first of the annual
home-and-home series between the
two clubs. NMSU travels to the Pit
on Dec. 22. Last year, the two
teams split, with both teams enjoying wins at home.
But the -Lobos' task becomes
easier with the addition of 6-5
guard Marvin Johnson. The man
they call "Automatic" missed
UNM's first contest, but has scored
24 and 28 pofnts in the games he's
played in.
The Lobo starters have yet to be
announced and probably will
remain so until game time. Coach

Boosters Name Top Gridders

George Sheehan, cardiologist and
marathoner.

"Running is a way of expressing
yourself, a way of expressing your
mind through your body. "-quote

Levi Pre Wash
Flares $9.99

'1<

Photo by"WendeiiT. Hunt

.

"A runner runs because in being
a runner, in moving through pain
and fatigue and suffering, he is
fulfilling himself and becoming the
person he is. "-quote from Dr.

from Karen Cramond, UNM
student and distance runner.
Karen Cramond, winner of the
Intermountain Regionals, 14thplace finisher at the collegiate
nationals, and leader of the ninthbest women's cross-country team in
the nation, says that she enjoys
running. "It's become a part of me.
I sleep everyday, I eat everyday, I
run everyday. It's not a question of
whether I should run or not. It's
something that I get a lot of personal benefit from. It helps me in
understanding myself. I've learned
how to relax and ease the tensions
of the day. It's a way I can express
myself."
. Of her future, she says that she
feels she would like to major in
community health and adds that
she wants to keep running, whether
s~e is competing or not.
Coach Barbara Butler feels that
good "distance runners are hard to
pick. There's so much involved" to
become a good one.
She also said that Karen is a
"dedicated athlete, a pure distance
runner. She's running better than
she's ever done."
Coach Tony Sandoval has often
said, "Karen has put her time in.

Pl

About 350 persons attended the Lobo Boosters' 41st
Annual Football Awards Banquet last night at the
Hilton Inn ..
The featured speaker was Dr. James G. Backes of
Terre Haute, Ind. Dr. Backes is a professor of speech
at Indiana State University and has been associated
with the NCAA while on the faculty at the University

0
Another possible starter at guard ee.
is 6-2 Mark Felix from Los Angeles. ~
r
The scrappy sophomore isn't 0
scoring a whole lot, but is hustling a0
all over the court and perhaps best C)
typifies the new breed of Lobo-the (1)
(")
hustler.
"a
Top ·contenders for the forward aposition include junior Norm Cacy
(5.0 points, 5.0 rebounds), Jimmy
Allen (12.0, 8.6) and Willie Howard
(8.6, 4.3). Wil Smiley (10.3, 7.7) is
the probable starter at center.

Noel Mazzone
Dave Thompson
.'

I

Chuck Cummings Award

Karen Cramond
She gets consistently better."
races. She dreams of traveling and
University of Arizona's top meeting different people. She
runner, Kathy Swenson com- would love to run in a tlspecial
plained, after a dual meet with meet" such as the Boston
UNM earlier this year, that "I only Marathon.
saw her (Karen) at the start and
Karen Cramond has a comafter that, she was gone."
·
petitive, athletic nature entwined
The Sandia High graduate has with a pleasant calmness.
simple enjoyments. She says she
likes to cook and sew and even
Before the Intermountain
clean house. She especially likes Regional she said of her opponents,
indoor meets, the feel of a track "They'll have to beat me." And
and all the people around.
when none of them could, she
But she is certainly not without claimed, "It kind of happened that
dreams. She dreams of being on an the way I wanted to run was faster
international team competing in big than everyone else."

Smokey Thurman

Player Instilling Morale and Spirit

Lobo Club

Mike Williams

Player's Unselfish Team Devotion

----------------

Colonel H.J. Golightly Award
Top Defensive Player

Robin Cole

Bill Branin Award
Robin Cole

Most Valuable Playe"r

~~--:~------------

CHICKEN

SPECIAL COUPON

-

OFFER!

"The public is entitled to hear
my Side."
-STANLEY(KING)KONG

$7.95 hardcover

2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH·
F.RIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE

I

WITH THIS COUPON

I
·I
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I
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Thank you for no/ smoking

\
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The Boosters gave five awards to Lobo players. The
winners of the awards are listed.

Senior Contributing Most to the Team

-GODZILLA

"..,

egetarian
Restaurant anc' Store

GOLDEN FRIED

"As Stanley Kong's oldest friend,
I can testify that this book is
absolutely 100 percent true."

(")

0

It was the last football meeting of the year for the
Boosters. UNM finished 4-7 overall this year and 3-4
in the Western Athletic Conference.

Stromberg Award

~~

Norm Ellenberger has started a
different five in each of the three
Lobo games.
Johnson is probably the only
definite starter, but several others
have been playing well enough to
earn a starting berth.
Certainly, guard Billy Reid from
New York would have to be
considered. "Honey Dip" (he's

s:::

":::.

Mon. thru Snn. ll:30-9:00 255-7640

Outstanding New Mexico High School Graduate
~:

called th~t because "he's so sweet,"
the players say) is averaging more
than 13 POll1lS a game.

":<

3118 Central SE (2 Yz 81ocks Easl of Girard)

of Arizona and Indiana State.

Zia Award

..

-"z_,
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UNM'sfk~~{!a~t~ Try Tough Ags

The New Mexico Lobo wrestling team, fresh off a fourth-place finish in
the Nevada-Las Vegas classic, opens its home season tonight at 7:30 against powerful Wyoming.
The match will be in Johnson Gym .
"W_Yoming has a strong and well-balanced line-up," says Lobo
wr~sthng coa~h Ron Jacobsen, "They're probably second best only to
Anzona State m the Western Athletic Conference. We'rewrestling them at
the wrong time of the year; we'vegot too inanyp.eopf~ inj;;reci':;; ----·--· --~~
One Lobo who was plenty healthy last weekend was Gary Hines, a
product of Albuquerque's Manzano High School, who won the 142-pound
championship at the Las Vegas Classic.
Paul Marfiz placed second at 190 pounds while Butch Escalante took
"fourth place in the 134-pound division.
In ~ddition to winning the 142-pound title, Hines was voted the outstandmg wrestler for the first five weight classes of the tourney.
Jacobsen's line-up Wednesday will include walk-on Maurice Sanchez at
118 pounds, Escalante at 126, Scott McLelland at 134 Hines at 142 Greg
Arzola at 150, Flo Gallegos at 158, Jeff Peterson at 167, Sean O'Co~ner at
177 and Marfiz at 190. The Lobos do not have a heavyweight wrestler so
they'll forfeit that class in all their meets.

Cratnond FulfJ1/s Herself
Through Dlstance Runs
By Ed Johnson

'"C

Tonight in Las Cruces

99¢

REDEEM AT 1830 LOMAS, AT YALE

Expires Dec. 12, 1976

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT YALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:
5931 CENTRAL NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO

Get the jump on party pleats! Vicky Vaughn's kicky
jumpsuit flaunts pleats all around ... from flirty cape top
to wide, whirling legs. Really moves in Senessa R
polyester interlock, machrne w~sh-dry.

Peter Polly

HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
F.RI. f! ~AT.

72 Winrock Center 232 Montgomery Plaza
_I
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TYPING: M.A. English, Selectric, on cumpus, 296-

0\

8l64.

"

-

12/3
TYPIST, 65 cents, 831·616!/344-6476,

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

....
<!)

.0

6<!)

Ruh•s: 15 n•nts pt>r word per duy, tmt' dollur
minimum, Ad\'trli~cmenl~ run fl\''e or more t'on~
se~·utin• da~·s with no l'lmn~:cs, niuc cents pl•r
'•Hird per dn~ {rw rduruls If l'IHI~~:Hed before five
lnscrllons), Ctassifit•d ndvertisemcnts must bepnld in ad\·anc~·.

u
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0

0

.0

0

Marron J-Ill II Room 13 I or b)· mail to: Classlrlcd
Adwrlisln~, L'~M Uo'\ 20. ,\IIJuqucnrue, N.M.
87131
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1.

4.

l<'ORSALE

BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's.
843-93'78, tfn

'71 HONDA, 350 CB, good condition, $400,00 or
best offer, 298-3602 after:; p,m,, weekdays, 1211
ASSUME $7.00 per mo., color TV, new warranty,
big screen, color tint controls. 255-7535. 1211
LEAVING TOWN KIRBY vacuum cleaner, brand
new 1977. Assume payments of$7 ,47 per month, new
warranty, 255-75)4. 1211
WILL SACRIFICE EQUITY on Sherwood, Pioneer,
Sansui & Kenwood receivers, reel to reels, 8 tracks.
Hurry while they last. 25S· 7534. 1211

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

0

0

1213
WAKE UP CALLS made day or flight. For S-dny
week, $5.00 monthly. For 7-day week $6.00 monthly,
265·7421. 12/3
.
EQUITY? or renl receipts? For your Real Estate
need5, call Bob Salazar, Sunland Realty, 881-7.464 or
265·682.5. 12/3

BUY I GET I FREE, Monday thru Saturday 7-9,
Unch: Nasty'5. 12/3

PERSONALS

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday·s·Puzzle Solved:

<!)

~

;;:
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00
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CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTJCAL Cornp11ny, 255.
S736. tfn
I FOUND IT. You can, too. Call 293-2000. 12/3
PARTY! HUGE Sound System booking fast for Dec.
Better and cheaper than band. Frats/Sors. special
rate. 242-8638, 1211
THE BEST PRICED LUNCH in town: foot-long hot

dogs, 35 cents, 11-3, Okie's.

1213

IF YOU'VE FOUND IT, shnrc it at University
Christian Fellowship Dinner, SUB ballroom, Dec, 2.
Tickefs,$1.00. 12/1
UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT. Festive, accurutc-,
hand-drawn natal horoscopes, $5,00. Bill Nolan, 2680247. 12/3
CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING: SUB Ballroom, Sat,,
Dec. 4th, 7:30 p.m. Adm. $2.00, students

$J.l0.

121l

BALLROOM DANCE: (Sambas, Cha-chas), band.
UNM Student Union Dallroom, December 3rd
(Friday}, 1:00-10:00. $2.50 couple, $t.50 single, $1,00
students, semi-formal, I 2/3
ECKANKAR will present an in~roductcry film
denllng with soul travel, etc, Thursday, 1212, 7:30
p.m .. room 250-D, SUB. 12/2
llAKER Y CAFE opens: daily wholesome specials,
nightly dinner casseroles. 118 Yale S.E. 12/3
NEEDS HOME white Shepherd-X, 6 mos. old,
female, lovable and funny. Call 344·6682 after 8
p.m. 1211
GET TUESDAY'S LOBO to emer Lobo football
contest, $45.00 in gift cenincates given away each
week. Every Tuesday, new contest, new winners. 1211

MICHELLE, JOANNE CHOCTAWHATCHEER;
please caii299-6B07, Pe!e, 12/2
LEAVING TOWN XMAS7 Earn some e}ltra money
by sub-letting your 2·3 bedroom home or apt. to u
respectable Oklahoman family (no children), Dec. 22
thru Dec, 29. Call265-3109. 12/1
REOJNA, happy one-month pre-wedding anniversary. Lm'e, Scott. 1211
SANTA. PLEASE SEND me two feet ofpo\loder for
Christmas. Mole. 1213

lost& round
LOST: MALE BRINDLE BOXER; black. collar.
Colorado rabies tag, uncut ears: from Sycamore
Smct. Call843-9709. 12/J
t

ACROSS
1 Hinder, in a
way
6 "La
Boheme"
heroine

procession
46 Less tidy

49 Sing
joyously
50 U.S. ballistic
missile

51 Mannish
10 Tell tales
52 Supposing
14 Eat greedily
that:
15 ·-·-Islands:
Informal
Galway Bay 55 Quebec City
group
founder
16 Horizontal
58 Of a
lence bar
continent
17 Northern
60 'Partake of
constellation 61 Kind of tapir
18 Unlikely
62 Be the
winner: 2
1 1 Kind of
letters of
words
wood
63 Chemical
20 After all
12 Usher's
suffixes
deductions 64 Scottish
post
21 Gyrate
Highlander 13 Exude sap
23 Pawnbroker: 65 Sapid
19Kindof
Slang
cupboard
24 Responded
220AS
to reveille
member:
26 Observed
DOWN
Abbr.
28 European
25 "Vive le ---"
1 Actor
title
Richard--- 26 Telegrams
30 Close2 Extra
grained
27 Flatboats
3 "Rule
wood
28 Illinois
31 Nickname
Indians
4 ---or
lor Arnold
29 Indian
consent
32 Clydesdale
language
5 Bring back 30 Provided
36 102: Roman
into use
371mposes a
with stays
6 Spanish
penalty
32 Auto
mother
38 Mr. Olsen's
accessory
7 Russia's
nickname
331ncome
neighbor
39 Art subtects
items
8 Calendar
42 Vestibule
34 Winter
abbr.
44 Violated
sports
9 Pigmented
moral
vehicle
liquid
standards
35 Autralian
10 Mustang
45 Public
peninsula

294.()258.

6.

HOLIDAY HELP: 72 openings, up to $5,00/hr. Call
294·2064, 1·3 p.m. 1211

HERCULON COl)CH, 7', matching love seat; 2
years old, $100.00, 881·5119 after 6:30. 12/3
REPOSSESSED STEREOS: a few Sherwood-SansuiKenwood.Pioneer receivers, turntables, cassettes & Strack recorders, 10 to 50t1Jo off 'til Christmas, while
1heylast, 255-7535, 12/3

7.

7ll4.

1213

7534.

1213

BROWN LEATHER HIDE-A-BED, floral cushions,
S95.00, ca\1294-3749. 1213

51 Small
amount
53 Put a stop to
54 Solely
56 Straggle
57 Collection:
Suffix
59 Cannes. for
one

High Price Scares Tr.ee Bu.yers

'

I,

By Teresa Coin
The high cost of cut trees, which
lose their needles before the big
day, and/or the guilt- derived from
cutting down a live tree have caused
many people to search for alternatives to the traditional cut tree.
Artificial trees are a cheap
alternative for apartment dwellers
and others who don't want to mess
with dead needles or a potential fire
hazard. Most of the plastic trees
break down for easy storage form,

I

I

'

1211

DINETIE SET with leaf & fourehairs, blue& white,
Excellent condition, $45,00, 881·5119 after
6:30. 12/3

TRAVEL

WANTED: PEOPLE TO SHARE ski week vacation,
Colorado, Christmas break, Call Greg, 265-076'7,
262-177,1. ·12/1'
,RIDES] RIDES! RIDES! Call Inter-continental
Travel Ce'ntre at Ridelinc 265-9860, (303) 4496670. 12/l

. !!.

MISCELLANEOUS---,----

WANTED: USED PINBALL machines, Any condition, old or new-working or not. 883-8679. 12/3
FRANTIC! 2 mature women need 2.:bdrm unfurnished house/apartment to rent, with enclosed
yard for $mall pets. 255-3753, 277-401 S. 12/1

1

I
I

BUESCHER "400" CORNET, $7.5-,00; TV, portable, $30,00; Bell & Howell slide projec10r, $25.00;
wringer washer, SSO.OO; ski rack, $10,00; 2423413, 1211
PANASONIC Stereo SoUnd Center; AM-FM stereo,
phonograph, cassette, speakers, $100.00; 277-5409,
10 a.m.-noon, 293-6126 after 6:30p.m. 1213
BICYCLES: I have the lighte5t weight for the money
you can buy, Always cheaper than anyone. $88.00.
Importer direct warehouse· for European bikes, Bill
Hart, 883-3879 a.nYtime. 1213
4 E.T SlOTTED MAGS with universal adapters,
tires included. Lowest price in town. 293-3907. 12/3

5.

FOURENT

BEST UNM APARTMENTS. Large, nicely furnished and carpeted. Dishwashers, disposers,
security, UNM one block. 208·209ColumbiaS.E. No
children, pets, $!80.00, call255-2685,
LUXURIOUS I-BEDROOM carpeted apartment,
beautifully furnished including two bar stools.
$195.00/mo., 3 blocks away from University. Call
242·1404after7:00. 1211
STUDIO APT.: clean, near University and bus, 2680504 or 265-6966. 1212
FURNISHED 2-RM. apt.; stove, ref rig., 7th & Fruit
S.W. $105/mo. Call765·4454. 1213

I FOUND IT, You can, tvo, Call293-2000. 12/3
BANDS NEEDED for Sunday nights, Chelsea St.
Pub, Coromldo Center, call between 9-11 a.m., 883·
4605, Joe. 1213

i2t3

Break the Chain!--.

f'OUND: tcn-'ipeed bike.. near University. 2664716. l2/3

3.

1213

Inexpensive Alternatives Sought

12/3·

NEEDED:
student-age
personnel
for
evening/weekend jobs as contrt\'C( photographers.
Call268-5393, after 6 p.m. 12/3
WORK THREE EVENINGS and Saturdays, $100.00
weekly. Call242-8152, 12:00-2:00 only. 12/1
PART TIME SECRETARIAL .position open.
Foreigners welcome. Apply in per5on at !merContinental Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd, S,E. 12-

SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed, Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag, pay $19.00
& take machine. 255-7535. 121)
COLOR TV, blg screen, color & tint controls.
Assume payments of $7.00 per mQnth. 255-

37 Get along
40 E. Indian
herbs
41 Brittle
42 China, etc.:
2 words
43 Mountain:
Prefix
45 Asian
country:
Abbr.
46 Sound
speed:2
words
47 Frome or
Allen
48 Canadian
river
49 Wetland

N.E.

Tenac, Shure, Thorens, Discwasher, ADC, Celestion,
Uhraphas~. EPI, Cerwin Vega, TDK, Utnh, Dual,
SAE, Sony, AK<;J, and more at Stereo Wholesale,
607A San Mateo N.E. 256-7920. 12/3
MAMIYA C330 TLR camera body with 80mm 1'2.8,
55mm f4.5, and 180mm f4.5 lenses, also acc.'s, Call
242-7145, ask for John, 12/3
PHOTO EQUIPMENT: Minolta XK w/AE finder,
Used·le~s than 20 rolls. Several lenses. Ca11292-2011,

DUE TO DIVORCE brand new 1977 Kirby. Take
over payments of $1.47 a month, new guarantee, 255-

FOUND: IRISH SEITER JlUPPY ncar EE building.
Co11tact Prof, Kelly. 277-4924. Describe &
claim. 12/3
S$$$NA.ME YOUR OWN REWARD for info.
leading to return or one red male and one black
female Doberman. 247·4987, 345·5337, 843-

79jO,

CHELSEA ST, PUB: waitpersons 1 and kitchen help,
LEFT IN LAYAWAY: Singer sewing machine
equipped to zig-zag, buttonhole. Not claimed, pay ' Apply 9-11 a,m" 2;30 to 5 p.m., M~n,,Fri.,
$19,00 and take'maehine, 255-7534, 12/1
Coronado Center. )2/3
FULL SIZE MA1TRESS, Pox ~pring, metal frame,, PART-TIME XMAS HELP needed from. Nov. 23cover, bedspread. Very· good, $75,{)0, 268·
Jan. 3.. Qr"duate students only-must be over 21.
Apply in _person,_ no phone call$, please. Save Way
4813. 12/J.
Liquor Stores; 5704 Lomas N .E., SS 16 Menaul
STEREO AT DEALER'S COST: Marantz, BJC,

Christmas to Christmas and usually
give many ye11rs of service for one
initial investment. They are
available in the basic green or
white.
Electric lights can be used on
most of the plastic trees, though
miniature lights can only be used on
some models.
Plastic trees can be purchased at
most large department stores
(Wards, Sears, Allwoods, etc.) and
at Disco Display House. The trees

Thoughts To Get Toys Buy
By Lynda Sparber
Toy buying goes beyond child
appeal. It is, in fact, as deserving of
caution and forethought as most
major purchases.
There are several factors to
consider in buying a toy for a child.
The principal one is age suitability.
A toy appropriate for a five-year
old may be dangerous for a twoyear old.
Younger children require that a
toy be simple, with no small pieces
or parts which can be broken off
and
ultimately
swallowed.
Likewise, the toy should be checked
for edges which can cut, poke or
scratch.
Such dangerous edges are not
always easily detected. The prongs
used to attach eyes and decoration
to stuffed animals are easily exposed on poorly made toys.
As with anticipating hazardous
edges, toy buyers should also
anticipate the kind of wear a child
will probably put a toy through.
Rattles, balls, hour-glasses and
other similar containers with small
objects in them need to be
especially durable.
Fabric-covered toys should be
labeled "non-flammable." Labels

should be found on painted items
saying they are non-toxic.
While not exactly playthings,
child-related equipment should also
be carefully examined before
purchase. Slats in cribs which are
too far apart can trap an adventurous child's head. Corners
and movable parts can pinch and
cut small fingers, even if safe for
adults.

range in height froni 2 to 10 feet,
and prices vary according to height .
Most 2-foot trees will cost $2.50 to
$3 and the 10-foot version will set
the checkbook balance back about
$50.
For those people who can't stand
the thought of walking into their
abode during Christmas and not
smelling pungent greens, a live tree
is a good choice. After the holidays
the tree can be planted for many
more years of enjoyment. Most
nurseries in town carry well-shaped
trees just .for Christmas .
Blue point junipers in 5-gallon
cans are available at Rowland's for
$12.95. Loeper Nursery has 4· to 5foot pinon trees with 13-inch balls
for around $20. Rehm Tree County
carries a wide v ariety of pines and
junipers in balls and cans with
prices ranging from about $15 to
$65.
For those people who still want
to buy or cut their own tree, permits
are available for $1 a tree. See
story, page 6.

SALOMON
FILM FESTIVAL '76
,....-····""#
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THE GREATEST SKI FILMS YOU'LL EVER SEE:

"Just a Matter of Time"
Exciting documentary action from
the Winter Olympics of lnnsbruck '76.

"Spirit"
The hopes, challenges and
disappointments of international
competition on the pro circuit.

Presented by

Coronado Center - Lower Mall

883-8128

Avetsion
conditiOning

SEHVICES

really
WOikS

l.SAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFlCATlON PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar UNM. Call 265·
2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn

LEGITIMATEMASSAGE298·4718.

12/l

PAINTING: RESIDENTIAL, 10 years experience,
Call Wes Orilt, 255-1890 01fter 5. 12/3
FOR $9.38 JlCr month and up, store your belongings
in 24-hour secured safety near campus. Call: U-S tor·
It Corp. 242·1100, or U·Stor·ll Corp. 266·

8580.

smoking
overeating
Reasonable cost. Free private consultation
Student discounts on prepaid hypnosis programs

1211

TYPING: by Circular File Services, 266-3953.

12/3

\

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro

American Clinic, Inc.

S.E., 265-0335. Color TV's, tape deckh ~tereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Imtall burslar alarms. JOG;'o
di\count for "Students with JD's. Quick ~ervice. Used
TV's for-s:ale. 12/3
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567. 12/3

4000 San Pedro NE

Ne.w Mexico
Daily Lo~o/
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times- 9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

883-3686

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning -~---~-- ---- _ under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Marron Hall, Room 132

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Enclosed $

Placed by

Telephone

/

..
>

Factory Representatives
Will Be Present
Christmas Sale Prices
HP-21 Scientific
HP-22 Business Management
HP-25 Scientific Programmable
HP-25C Scientific Programmable with Continuous Memory
HP-27 Scientific Plus
HP-67 Fully Programmable
* HP-80 Financial
* HP-91 Scientific Printing
* HP-97 F'~lly Programmable Printing

71.95
112.50
129.95
I 79.95
157.50
405.00
264.50
382.50
699.50

8ANKAMERICARO

e:;.:..:J,!JJ

Plus Tax
*Special Order

Limifed Supply

The Calculations You Face Require No Less
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A Tl representative
will be in the store
during the sale
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Special

Show Pnce

Limited Supply

Reg.- 9.95

$6.95
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